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A feasibility study to investigate the application of vibration monitoring to the rotating machinery
typical of planned NASA advanced spacecraft components is described. Factors investigated
include: 1) special problems associated with small, high RPM machines, 2) application across
multiple component types, 3) microgravity, 4) multiple fault types, 5) eight different analysis
techniques including signature analysis, high frequency demodulation, cepstrum, clustering,
amplitude analysis, and pattern recognition are compared, and 6) small sample statistical analysis is
used to compare performance by computation of probability of detection and false alarm for an
ensemble of repeated baseline and faulted tests. Both detection and classification performance are
quantified. Vibration monitoring is shown to be an effective means of detecting the most important
problem types for small, high RPM fans and pumps typical of those planned for the advanced
spacecraft. A preliminary monitoring system design and implementation plan is presented.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Theoretical and experimental investigations were performed to assess the feasibility
of applying vibration monitoring techniques to advanced spacecraft. Approaches and techniques
were developed to enhance the reliability of small rotating machinery components.
Over 200 documents were obtained and reviewed during the Conceptual Study
Phase of the effort and thirteen major vibration analysis techniques were identified for
investigation. Little practical information on realistic fault and failure modes for representative
rotating components was obtained from manufacturers and the literature survey. Tracor and LSI
engineering evaluations resulted in several potential fault/failure modes to be investigated.
Vibration analysis was demonstrated to be an effective means of early detection for a
majority of the problems associated with small, high speed machines. The most severe problem
types investigated (impeller fault, large imbalance, loss of bearing lubrication, and bearing race
faults) were shown to be detectable with very low probabilities of false alarm (PFA)" The expected
number of false alarms during a specified period is proportional to the product of PFA, vibration
sample rate, and total number of machines sampled. Values of PFA were sufficiently small for the
severe problems to allow frequent sampling of numerous machines.
A methodology for quantifying and comparing vibration analysis techniques was
developed and demonstrated which allows assessment in both absolute and relative terms for
small-sample laboratory experiments. Both detection and classification functions were quantified.
An effective classification capability for some problem types was demonstrated even
though the primary focus of the study was problem detection. Continued development would
significantly improve classification capability. It is expected that a majority of problem types can
be classified effectively.
The most promising technique over a wide range of problem types was shown to be
the weighted sum of the baseband power spectra. This technique is generic in approach but can be
systematically matched to individual problems. The use of reference baseline data on each
individual machine is very important in order to significantly increase problem detectability.
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Processing of high frequency demodulation (HFD) data was shown to be of
marginal value for problem types other than bearing race faults. A clustering algorithm to detect
harmonics combined with HFD increased the detection probability to 0.99 versus 0.90 for
baseband analysis of fan outer race faults. Attempts to select "optimum" bandpass center
frequencies appeared to have little effect. Cepstrum analysis provided no significant problem
detection enhancement for the problem types investigated. Likelihood ratio processing of time
series in the full analysis bandwidth provided no significant increased detection capability. This
technique was expected to be superior to most amplitude statistical processing including kurtosis
and peak detection.
Theoretical and experimental investigations to assess the effects of a microgravity
environment on the performance of vibration monitoring techniques were performed. Gravitational
effects on bearing preload were shown to be significant and must be taken into account when
comparing vibration monitoring technique performance at one g with microgravity performance.
Theoretical and experimental investigations were conducted to assess the
applicability of vibration monitoring techniques across a range of dissimilar machines of the same
basic type. Correction factors for machine size, construction details and operating speed were
developed and shown to be applicable to vibration monitoring techniques designed to detect rotor
imbalance in two different size fans by responding to changes in mean square acceleration.
A preliminary monitoring and analysis plan was developed which demonstrated the
feasibility of implementing an automated Vibration Monitoring System (VMS) onboard advanced
spacecraft. System component design, incorporation of pattern detection/classification techniques,
database management, and expert system utilization were described which would form the basis of
a final VMS.
x_
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
I
I
I
The purpose of the Incipient Fault Detection Study for Environmental Control and
Life Support Systems (ECLSS) was to investigate the feasibility of applying vibration monitoring
techniques to small rotating machinery components, and to recommend and develop approaches
and techniques that enhance reliability and maintainability. This investigation included a Conceptual
Study, an Application Study, and the development of a Monitoring/Analysis Plan.
The advanced spacecraft (ASC) will contain numerous small rotating machines
critical to the mission. These components will be required to operate over extended periods of time
and will be subject to failures due to wear during normal operation, as well as early failures due to
manufacturing or installation errors.
I
I
I
I
Previous experience with rotating machinery has demonstrated that vibration
monitoring and analysis can significantly reduce the cost of maintenance, increase reliability, and
decrease the probability of catastrophic failure. However, this previous experience has been limited
primarily to large rotating machines such as power generators, turbines, and associated support
equipment. Examples include the Navy vibration monitoring programs to improve the
reliability/maintainability of rotating machines onboard submarines and surface ships and the
utilization of vibration monitoring techniques by power generating companies and large industrial
operations.
I
I
I
The planned use of very small rotating machines (fractional horsepower) in the ASC
to provide critical functions and the requirement to operate without failure over extended periods
has resulted in the need to investigate techniques for increasing reliability and maintainability of
small machines. Vibration monitoring and analysis is an excellent candidate technique.
1.2 Report Organization
This document is a final report summarizing the approach that was implemented,
results and conclusions, and recommendations for future work. Sections 2.0 and 3.0 describe the
Conceptual Study and the Application Study that were performed and present detailed results of
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these studies. A preliminary design for a vibration monitoring system (VMS) is presented in
Section 4.0, together with a monitoring plan. Results, conclusions, and recommendations are
summarized in Section 5.0.
A comprehensive list of references is provided, which incorporates all references
contained in the intermediate deliverables as well as references contained in other related reports and
publications produced during the study. A list of all deliverables and related reports produced
during the effort is provided as reference in Appendix A. Appendices B and C are detailed reports
describing investigations of microgravity effects and dissimilar machine effects. Appendix D
provides details related to feasibility testing and overall results. Appendix E contains a detailed
description of the derivation of likelihood ratio weights for vibration spectra and Appendix F
contains a description of the clustering algorithm used to detect and analyze harmonic series.
The Final Conceptual Study Report is provided as Volume II.
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2.0 CONCEPTUAL STUDY
2.1 Introduction
The Conceptual Study addressed major aspects of vibration monitoring as they apply
to increased reliability/maintainability of rotating components of the ASC. A systematic approach
was implemented for the selection of potential vibration monitoring techniques. The approach
includes: 1) def'mition and ranking of six specific vibration monitoring functions, 2) definition and
ranking of fault types, 3) identification of all important vibration characteristics, and 4)
identification of thirteen major processing techniques and ranking according to functions
performed, fault types addressed, performance potential, and other factors. Statistical analysis
methods applicable to small sample experiments typical of vibration analysis experiments were
developed. An expert system approach was developed during the Conceptual Study to provide
automatic vibration signature analysis.
Section 2.2 provides an overview of the Preliminary Conceptual Study. A
comprehensive description of the Conceptual Study is contained in Volume II of this report.
Sections 2.3 through 2.5 summarize Conceptual Study efforts performed since completion of the
Preliminary Conceptual Study. These efforts are:
1. An extended evaluation of selected analysis techniques,
2. A theoretical investigation of microgravity effects,
3. A theoretical investigation of dissimilar machine effects, and
4. An investigation of machine size effects.
2.2 Preliminary_ Conceptual Study Overview
An overview of technical issues addressed during the Preliminary Conceptual Study
is presented in Sections 2.2.1 through 2.2.7. Topics include:
1. Selection of components for testing,
2. Identification of vibration monitoring functions,
3
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3. Identification of component faults, failure modes, and related
vibration characteristics,
4. Analysis techniques,
5. Quantification of performance,
6. Automation, and
7. Concept analysis, ranking, and scaling rationale.
2.2.1 Selection of Components for Te_fin_
Selection of components for testing began with a survey of the proposed ASC
systems and hardware. A detailed description of the selection process is contained in Section 2.2
of Volume II, Final Conceptual Study Report. Boeing Aerospace and Life Systems Incorporated
(LSI) completed surveys of ASC equipment. The Boeing study focused on selection of fans and
the LSI study focused on selection of pumps. Both subcontractors also performed general surveys
of all ASC equipment. Reports submitted by each subcontractor are included as Appendix A
(Boeing) and Appendix B CLSI) to Volume II of this report.
Functional partitioning of the ASC was divided into seven categories:
1. Atmosphere Revitalization System (ARS)
2. Atmosphere Pressure and Composition Control System
3. Module Temperature and Humidity Control System
4. Water Management System
5. Waste Management System
6. Extravehicular Activity (EVA) Support
7. Safe Haven
The surveys of equipment conducted by Boeing and LSI revealed clear choices for
test components based on the number and type of rotating components. The Boeing survey of
Space Shuttle ECLSS components also revealed that all rotating machinery components were
4
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powered from a three phase, 400 Hz source and that test components should therefore meet these
specifications in order to be representative. Table 3.1 in Section 3.0 of this report lists the rotating
components used for testing and provides a summary of their characteristics.
2.2.2 Identification of Vibrotion Monitoring Foncfions
A comparison of relative merits and performance optimization of analysis techniques
requires clear definitions of the vibration monitoring functions to be performed. Also, selection of
candidate techniques for the same function requires concise definitions of measures of success (e.g.
probability of detection (PD), probability of false alarm (PFA)' probability of correct classification,
error bounds for estimated parameters, and others). Vibration monitoring/analysis techniques can
be used during three phases of a given component life cycle: design, acceptance testing, and
operational phases.
Initial design phase monitoring at the development test level could help eliminate
inherent design problems which cause imbalance, misalignment, or rubbing. Investigation of this
use of vibration monitoring, although possibly very effective, was considered beyond the scope of
this study. In general, investigation of vibration monitoring for acceptance testing was also
considered to be beyond the scope of this study. However, successful application of vibration
monitoring to detect operational problems will require a complete program of acceptance testing and
operational monitoring. Therefore, most of the proposed operational vibration monitoring
techniques begin with an acceptance test prior to operational monitoring.
Two levels of functionality were defined to assess and rank vibration monitoring
functions. A high level of functionality was defined to rank importance and a more concise level
was def'med for design and study. The higher level vibration monitoring functions defined for this
study are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Continuous Protection Against Catastrophic Failure,
Early Detection of Machine Abnormalities,
Accurate Diagnosis of Problem/Given a Detected Machine Abnormality,
Assessment of Level of Severity/Given a Detected Machine Abnormality,
Accurate Prediction of Future Machine Condition versus Time (Including Time
to Failure)/Given a Detected Machine Abnormality, and
5
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6. Provision of Feedback Information for Control of Machine Operational
Characteristics.
Section 4.0 of this report describes three levels of processing: level zero, level one,
and level two. With the exception of "continuous protection against catastrophic failure" which is a
level zero function, the six functions listed here may be performed as either level one or level two
processing which are periodically performed at regular intervals. The distribution of functions over
level one or level two depends on the performance levels that can be achieved with a given sample
rate.
2.2.3 Identification of Comoonent Faults. Failure Modes. an_l Relate_l Vibration
Characteristig_
Six separate sources were used during the Conceptual Study to obtain information
related to ECLSS component faults and failure modes:
1. Boeing survey of the Orbiter Problem Record database,
2. LSI survey of failure rate tables for ECLSS rotating components, published by
Hamilton Standard,
3. Detailed engineering evaluation conducted by LSI,
4. General literature survey conducted by Tracor,
5. Engineering analysis conducted by inspection of test components, and
6. Repair experience of Texas Process Equipment--the major service center for
Micropumps and Micropump, Inc..
The Orbiter Problem Record database was accessed by Boeing to identify failures
which have been reported in the ECLSS subsystems over the past ten years. Failure reports were
provided to Tracor to identify the number and types of failures that have been experienced. The
overall results and conclusions drawn from these observations are as follows:
i TracorAppliedSciences
I
1. The NASA quality control process is excellent;
, The Space Shuttle missions are too short (with respect to mechanical life
expectancy) to induce faults and mechanical failure "due to normal operation"
conditions;
3. Additional data is needed on post-flight inspection and disassembly of 1981 and
later Space Shuttle flights;
o A long term life e_pectancy test program of mechanical components should be
undertaken or data from such a test be made available. Proper measurement and
analysis of long term vibration characteristics of these components should be an
integral part of these life expectancy tests.
I
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Computations of unit failure rates were developed by LSI from subcomponent
failure rates published by Hamilton Standard. These failure rate values may be used to estimate the
units most likely to fail. However, they should not be interpreted as indicative of the probability
that a given unit will develop an incipient fault detectable by vibration monitoring.
Engineering evaluation was performed by LSI to estimate the most likely faults or
failures for ECLSS components. The fault types--balance, alignment, rubbing wear, and
breakage--were defined as candidates. The ECLSS subcomponents were listed and the possibility
of a given fault type in a given subcomponent was identified.
The extensive literature survey conducted during the Conceptual Study provided no
useful published information regarding the likelihood or importance of specific faults due to wear
for small, high-speed, rotating machines. This result supports the conclusion that a long term life
expectancy test program for mechanical components should be undertaken. Pump and fan
components selected for IFD testing were disassembled and inspected in order to identify possible
fault types. Information regarding fault and failure identification for motor driven pumps was
sought by contacting Texas Process Equipment--the major service center for Micropumps and
Micropump, Incorporated, the units selected for testing. The vibration characteristics of each test
components' fault type were identified and defects were ranked according to severity and likelihood
of occurrence.
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2.2.4 Analysis Techniques
A review of current vibration analysis literature resulted in the identification of
thirteen major techniques that may be useful for analysis of vibration data from ECLSS rotating
machines. A list of these techniques and references for each technique are presented in Table 2.1.
The fn'st eight techniques listed in Table 2.1 were investigated during this study. Techniques nine
through twelve were not investigated due to the unique equipment required for implementation.
The Hilbert transform, used primarily as a means of implementing demodulation processing, was
judged to have minimal applicability and was not investigated.
2.2.5 Ouantification of Performance
Comparison of diverse algorithms with diverse outputs was an important
requirement. The approach consisted of entering measured values for baseline and faulted results
in a computational algorithm to compute bounded values of PD and PFA" These quantities were
determined by the mean (_t) and variance (o 2) for the baseline versus the mean and variance for
faulted, and the number of repeated trials. Values of PD for each algorithm were compared at fixed
values of PFA" Values of PD and PFA were computed by integration of Gaussian densities. The
assumption of Gaussian statistics is based on the knowledge that the algorithm outputs are obtained
by a summation of independent variates so that the central limit theorem may be applied, and the
fact that the underlying experimental variables are the ensemble of many possible fault variations.
Often only four baseline cases and four faulted cases were analyzed in the
laboratory. Estimates of _t and c may be very poor for this small sample, however, they may also
be sufficient to clearly quantify algorithm performance. Small sample analysis is a difficult area in
the field of statistics because there are no generalized theories. A Monte Carlo based program was
developed to analyze the small sample statistics. Measured values of _t and a are used as input and
confidence limits are computed. Tables 2.2 and 2.3 contain example computations for
representative values of baseline and faulted _t and o for spectrum analysis of a tone.
Two sets of example values for median PD are given in Tables 2.2 and 2.3 for four
versus eight experiments. These values may be used to quantify the information gained in this
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Tablc2.1-Major VibrationAnalysisTechniques
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Table 2.2 - Example Computation of Confidence Bounds for Probability of Detection (PD)
and Probability of False Alarm (PFA) for Four Repeated Trials
Baseline Values 70, 72, 77, 71
Faulted Values
PFA
Asmmae _,o
am True Values
.5 .999I
.3 .998
.1 .990
.01 .95
85, 89, 83, 94
PD
Median Value
for Four Trials
I.t O
72.50 3.11
87.75 4.86
90% Confidence Value
for Four Trials
.997 .85
.990 .74
.97 .57
.87 .10
Table 2.3 - Example Computation of Confidence Bounds for Probability of Detection (PD)
and Probability of False Alarm (PFA) for Eight Repeated Trials
Baseline Values
Faulted Values
PFA
PD MedianValue for Eight Trials
72.50 3.11
87.75 4.86
.3 .992
.1 .983
.01 ,92
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example by increases in repeated trials. For example, if values of PFA _ .01 and PD = .9 are of
interest and computed results for two candidate algorithms yield results that differ by more than
APD = .05, then four experiments are sufficient. If the difference is less than .05, then an increased
number of trials is required to reliably select the best algorithm.
2.2.6 Automation
Vibration analysis methods requiring manual monitoring are incompatible with the
ASC environment. Vibration parameters must be automatically monitored onboard by system
software. An autonomous maintenance prediction system should be in the form of signal
processing to detect features followed by an expert system to complete the diagnosis and
recommend actions. Additional details concerning automation of vibration monitoring techniques
are provided in Section 4.0 of this report.
2.2.7 Conceut Analysis. Ranking. and Selection RatiQoale
Concept analysis, ranking, and selection rationale address:
1. ECLSS Component Selection,
2. Vibration Monitoring Functions,
3. Fault/Failure Modes,
4. Performance Potential,
5. Development Difficulties, and
6. Information Display and Interpretation.
11
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A method of ranking performance potential was developed during the Conceptual
Study. The ranking method, described fully in Reference [11], incorporated the factors of 1)
number of monitoring functions performed, 2) number of fault types detectable, 3) preliminary
assessment of performance, 4) technical risk, 5) difficulty of testing, and 6) difficulty of complete
development. Based on this ranking method, the highest ranked analysis techniques during the
Conceptual Study were narrowband spectral analysis or signature analyses, high frequency
demodulation, statistical analysis of amplitude (e.g. likelihood ratio processing), and process
modeling (e.g. autoregressive moving averages modeling). Results obtained during the
Application Study (see Section 3.0 of this report) demonstrate that post-processing of vibration
signatures does provide significant detection and diagnostic capability, and that HFD is a valuable
technique for certain problem types. However, statistical analysis of amplitude and process
modeling appear to have substantially less potential than these highest ranked techniques.
2.3 Extended Evaluation of Selected Analysis Technioues
In conjunction with the Application Study, several vibration analysis techniques
were implemented and examined in detail. These techniques fall into two categories: 1)
post-processing of narrowband vibration power spectra, and 2) processing of alternate data types.
The techniques examined are listed below for each category.
Post-Processing of Narrowband Vibration Power S_ctra
1. Likelihood ratio weighted summation
2. Modified likelihood ratio weights
3. Single frequency signature analysis
4. Multiple tYequency signature analysis
5. Spectral continuum analysis
6. Cepsmma analysis
7. Automatic frequency clustering
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Processin_ of Alternate Data Types
8. High frequency demodulation
9. Analysis of amplitude statistics
Summary definitions and descriptions for each of the techniques listed above are
contained in section 2.3.1 through 2.3.9. Section 2.3.10 provides a description of the methods
used to compare the performance of each technique.
2.3.1 Likelihood Ratio Weights
The likelihood ratio weighted sum of vibration power spectra was demonstrated to
be clearly superior in detection performance to other algorithms investigated during this study. A
detailed derivation and discussion of the application of the technique is presented in Appendix E of
this report. A summary description is provided in this section.
The equation for the likelihood ratio weights used for this study is:
mbi - mg i
iWi=
t_ i
where
mbi = me.an value at frequency bin i for bad machines
mg i = mean value at frequency bin i for good machines
= standard deviation at bin i for all machines.
The test statistic is given by
13
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m
L = E (s i -
i=1
m i ) W i
where
m i = mbi+mgi/2
If,
s i = value for a given vibration power spectrum at bin i, and
m = total number of spectral lines.
L > 0, machine is called BAD
L < 0, machine is called GOOD.
The procedure is intuitively reasonable. Power spectra are obtained for a set of
machines in good condition and for a set of machines in faulted condition. The values for mbi, mg i,
and c i are computed and the bins with the largest mean shift (mbi - msi ) as compared to their
stability (ci) receive the largest weights. A weighted sum is then formed to detect the faulted
condition. The weights are useful indicators of the relative importance of specific frequencies as
indicators of a specific problem.
The method of obtaining estimates of PD and PFA given estimates of the mean and
standard deviation of L over good (baseline) and over bad (faulted) experiments (3tB, c B, and _q_<rF)
is described in Section 2.3.10.
2.3.2 Modified Likelihood Ratio Weights
For very small samples of faulted versus good machines, it is often reasonable to
select the clearly dominant likelihood ratio weights and set all other values to zero. Selected
weights may then be used to analyze the increased/decreased detectability due to selected tones or
14
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tone groups. Key frequencies (fundamental, bearing tones, and others) may be analyzed
separately, and each set of weights may be stored and used independently.
2.3.3 Single Frequency Signature Analysis
Single frequency signature analysis was quantified by defining a set of weights so
that a single selected frequency bin was assigned a value of 1.0 and all other weights were assigned
values of 0.0. Thus, the power level at a single bin became the detection statistic. The procedure
for weighted sum processing is described in Section 2.3.1.
2.3.4 Multiple Freauencv Si_ature Analysis
Multiple frequency signature analysis was quantified by assigning weights of 1.0 to
selected bins and values of 0.0 to all remaining bins. The weighted sum analysis procedure
described in Section 2.3.1 was then implemented.
2.3.5 Spectral Continuum Analysis
Some problem types result in spectral continuum features rather than tonal increases.
Examples include operation at elevated temperature and particle contamination (see section 3.0 of
this report). Detection performance for algorithms designed to detect these continuum effects were
examined by applying a weighting function that omits all tones (W i = 0 at each tone) and accepts
spectral data in local frequency regions (W i = 1.0). The weighted sum analysis technique is
described in Section 2.3.1.
2.3.6 Cepstmm Analy_i_
Reported advantages of cepstrum analysis are that single cepstral lines indicate
average "activity" of families of uniformly spaced sidebands and harmonics and can be easily
monitored. Another is that the log operation results in the ability to separate or deconvolve
multiplicative effects.
The power cepstrum used for this study is defined as;
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where
Cp(x) = I[log G x (f)]e j2gfx df
Cp(x) = power cepstrum,
x = quefrequency (seconds), and
G_(f) = power spectrum of the time signal_ (t), defined as
G.g (0 = 2 11X (t) e"j2n ftdt 12
A second type of cepstrum termed the complex cepstrum is def'med as;
Cc('C ) =S[log S_(f)] e'J2gftclf
where
Thus,
Ce(x) = complex cepstrum, and
Sg(0 = Ig(t) e'J2gftdt ISg(01 e j _(0
log S_(f) = log ISx(OI + j SX (f)
A general power cepstrum analysis capability was developed. To apply the power
cepstrum technique, an operator observes the spectrum processed in an arbitrary band and selects a
raw, normalized, or noise spectral equalized spectrum for analysis. A window width up to full
band integration is selected for cepstrum analysis. The f'mal selection is the frequency range to
search for harmonic tones. Cepsmam values arc then printed to the screen and another selection
may be made. The operator records the values of the cepstrum at selected quefrequencies for each
16
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measurement. The values for baseline experiments and faulted experiments are then used to
compute _t and tr of the cepstrum values. The values of I_B, cB, l-tF, aF are used to compute PD and
PFA for comparison with alternate techniques as described in Section 2.3.10.
Sensitivity to spectral continuum is a problem that can arise with cepstrum analysis,
as shown in Figure 2.1. Region A will result in large cepstrum values at frequency spacing Af.
The cepstrum may be interpreted as a weighted sum with sinusoidal functions as the reference
weights. Therefore, the cepstrum is much more sensitive to sinusoidal continuum variations than
to harmonic series. Cepstrum's original use was to detect "scalloped" spectra obtained in multipath
situations. Another problem with cepstrum analysis is its inherent sensitivity to frequency span of
harmonic series, as shown in Figure 2.2. If cepstrum is taken over the entire frequency band, the
harmonic series shown in B may not be detectable. Modifications that were implemented to
improve the performance of cepstrum analysis are:
Equalizing the spectrum prior to cepstrum analysis to eliminate sensitivity to the
continuum, and
Local integration over selected frequency regions.
2.3.7 Automatic Freouencv Clusterin_
A general cluster analysis capability was developed during the study. A complete
description of the algorithm is provided in Appendix F. To apply the technique, an operator selects
a tone threshold after observation of the spectrum for an arbitrary band. A default cluster search is
then made at the machine fundamental. Clusters are identified and highlighted on a display with
average af and average amplitude shown. The display lists all frequencies along with their
amplitudes and identifies the two largest values. The operator may then select the next frequency
separation and repeat the search.
After harmonic series are identified by clustering, the following quantities may be
computed and displayed:
17
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Figure 2.1 - Sensitivity of Cepsu'um Analysis to Spectral Continuum
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Figure 2.2 - Sensitivity of Cepstrum Analysis to Frequency Span of a Harmonic Series
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1. Peak amplitude(s) of a series,
2. Average amplitude of a series,
3. Average amplitude of all series with equal spacing,
4. Number of tones in a series,
5. Average frequency spacing of a series, and
6. Frequency location of each tone in a series.
Each of these statistics may be selected for detection analysis.
The harmonic series identification algorithm developed during this study is
considered to be far superior to cepstrum analysis. In effect, clustering accomplishes the
aggregation of multiple tone levels to a single number (e.g. average amplitude of tones) and much
more (frequency location, number of tones, asymetries, and others). Clustering also eliminates the
two primary cepstrum problems noted in Section 2.3.6 of sensitivity to continuum, and localized
harmonic content.
2.3.8 High Frequency Demodulation
High frequency demodulation is a technique to extract relatively low frequency
information for a high frequency signal that has been amplitude modulated by a mechanical defect.
The most prevalent use of the high frequency demodulation technique is in the area of bearing fault
detection. Impulsive vibrations illustrated in Figure 2.3 excite resonant modes at high frequencies
as illustrated in Figure 2.4 so that the vibration waveform may be modeled as an amplitude
modulated carder. The envelope signal shown in Figure 2.4 will contain discrete peaks with
periodicities determined by the input rate of the defect. Spectral analysis (after effectively
bandpassing the signal) of the envelope will produce a harmonic series with a fundamental
frequency that is related to the bearing frequencies. A demodulation circuit was constructed as
illustrated in Figure 2.5.
19
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Figure 2.4 - High Frequency Resonant Mode Vibrations
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Figure 2.5 - High Frequency Demodulation Processing
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Parallel data acquisition of both baseband and HFD data was implemented
throughout the study. The post-processing techniques described in Sections 2.3.1 through 2.3.7
were also applied to the spectrum of the HFD data.
2.3.9 Analysis of Amplitude Statistics
Many machinery vibration studies obtain amplitude statistics or amplitude
information but fail to utilize this information properly. Reference [5] discusses this in detail and
provides an excellent example of the gains that may be achieved by application of classical detection
theory and estimation theory. Two examples of statistical processing of amplitude samples are
likelihood ratio and kurtosis. Many types of faults create distinctly different vibration amplitude
distributions. For example, for a single bearing spall, the amplitude densities may appear as
illustrated in Figure 2.6. The likelihood ratio
L(x) = P(x/Bad) / P(x/Good)
provides a function of x that "best" separates bad from good.
Amplitude densities are computed for baseline and faulted data as a part of the
implemented processing. Likelihood ratios are then computed and used to process data.
2.3.10 Comparison of Pcrf0rm_,nc¢
A major technical problem addressed during this study was the development of
methods to compare the performance of diverse vibration monitoring techniques. The approach
was to compute probabilities of detection (PD) and probabilities of false alarm (PFA) for each
algorithm and each problem type. Comparison of algorithm performance as measured by PD at
fixed values of PFA was used to quantify the differences in performance for each algorithm for
given fault types.
21
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I In order to compute values of PD and PFA' the outputs of any algorithm were
assumed to have Gaussian amplitude statistics [G0t,a)] for an ensemble of experimental factors.
I Since these outputs are a result of the summation of numerous independent factors, a Gaussian
assumption was warranted. The following procedure was then used to obtain curves of PD versus
I PFA:
I
I
I P(x)., / Bad Bearing
VI
I _Good Bearing
I x
,
Figure 2.6 - Example Amplitude Densities
Measure the mean (I.t) or average values of the processor output for baseline and
faulted data OtB and gF)'
2. Measure the standard deviation (a) of the processor output for baseline and
faulted data (a B and trF)
3. Compute PD and PFA by:
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PD =]'G(_,CF) dx
T
PFA -- ._G(IXB, aB ) dx
T
Values of PD and PFA are obtained at equal values of T in order to compute PD
versus PFA"
Since the values for Ix and tr are estimated from a very small sample (usually four
baseline experiments and four faulted experiments) a separate Monte Carlo technique was
developed to quantify the uncertainty in PD and PFA" The Monte Carlo technique (see Section 2.7
of Volume II of this report) augmented the integral technique described above in those cases where
relatively small differences in PD or PFA were important.
2.4 TheoreticalInvestigation of Miero t,ravity Effects
A theoretical investigation of microgravity effects was conducted to assess the
effects of a microgravity environment on the performance of vibration monitoring techniques.
Potential gravity effects include: 1) gravitational preload on bearings induced by the rotor weight
force applied axially, 2) a secondary critical speed at twice the shaft rate caused by the
gravity-induced tangential component of angular acceleration associated with rotor imbalance for a
horizontal rotation axis, 3) a fiat-shaft secondary critical speed at twice the shaft rate caused by
asymmetrical bending stiffness of a horizontal shaft, 4) nonlinearities in bearing and/or foundation
stiffness which can result in slightly different spring constants with and without a weight force
applied, and 5) gravitational effects on wetting, spreading, and operating characteristics of beating
lubricants.
Potential gravity effects on imbalance response of a typical spacecraft air-handling
fan were assessed based on theoretical considerations. Rotor shaft bending was examined to
estimate the primary critical speed. The secondary critical speed caused by imbalance in a
horizontal shaft (item 2 above) occurs at a shaft rate equal to one half of this primary critical speed.
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Excitation amplitude at the secondary critical speed was found to be negligible for the typical fan
considered. Appendix B provides details concerning the potential microgravity effects.
2.5 Theoretical Investigation of Dissimilar Machine Effects
A theoretical investigation was performed to assess applicability of vibration
monitoring techniques to machines of the same basic type that differ in size, construction detail, and
operating characteristics. Machinery vibration monitoring typically requires application of a
particular fault detection technique to a group of such dissimilar machines. It is natural to ask if
theory, validated by laboratory tests, can provide quantitative guidance for selection and
interpretation of monitoring techniques intended for application to such a group of machines. A
valid assessment of vibration monitoring techniques requires investigation of enough baseline and
faulted cases to support statistical comparisons. However, it is generally neither possible nor cost
effective to obtain enough samples for statistically meaningful comparisons using actual machines,
under controlled conditions. The following questions arise:
1. Can valid conclusions about the applicability of vibration monitoring
techniques to actual machines be derived from laboratory tests
performed with scale models?
2. What are the effects of size, construction differences, and operating speed?
3. What scaling laws apply?
4. What parameters must be scaled?
5. Can valid corrections for off-scale conditions be developed?
Successful resolution of these issues for a given fault type makes possible the
approach shown in Figure 2.7.
Table 2.4 presents two complemetary analyses required to support valid conclusions
about the applicability of vibration monitoring techniques across a range of machine sizes and
operating characteristics. Equivalence of the Strouhal number was found to be critical to the
analysis. A correction for off-scale conditions was developed using the dynamic model.
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S MALL FAULT OBSERVED APPLY PREDICTED
MACHINE & RESPONSE FOR SCALING RESPONSE
TEST OFF-SCALE LAWS OF FAULTED
CONDITIONS LARGE MACHINE
Figure 2.7 - Approach for Interpreting Small-Machine Tests to Predict Response
of a Faulted Large Machine
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Appendix C includes a comprehensive discussion of the theoretical investigations of dissimilar
machine effects.
2.6 Small Machine Effects
Problem areas identified during this study include: 1) decreased vibration stability,
which extended the observation periods necessary to obtain repeatable measurements, 2) increased
sensitivity to machine tolerances and construction, which increased the variability of results and
the difficulty of repeatable assembly, 3) increased sensitivity to minor forces and orientation
changes, which were noted during experimental tests, and 4) increased sensitivity to mounting
characteristics.
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3.0 APPLICATION STUDY
3.1 Introduction
The purpose of the Application Study was to determine if vibration monitoring can
be used to enhance advanced spacecraft reliability/maintainability through the testing of typical
rotating machinery components. The technical areas to be addressed include:
1. Application and verification of vibration monitoring across varied machine
types,
2. Gravitational effects,
3. Correlation of operating parameters (temperature,pressure,flow) with
vibration characteristics,
4. Detection of characteristic faults by signal analysis,
5. Evaluation of multiple analysis techniques identified during the Conceptual
Study, and
6. Quantification of algorithm performance by statistics.
A detailed Master Test Plan to achieve the objectives stated above was delivered and
approved by the NASA Technical Monitor. The Master Test Plan is referenced as Tracor Document
No. T86-01-9511-U and was DRL No. T-1951, Line Item - 5. The following sections summarize
results of the Application Study.
3.2 Laboratory Demonstrator
3.2.1 Test Co _mponent8
Investigations performed by Boeing and LSI during the Conceptual Study indicated
clear choices for IFD test components based on the number and type of ASC rotating machinery
components. The subcontactor's recommendations were incorporated into a selection process/trade
study in which fault introduction, conceptual rank payoff, cost, and delivery were factors. The
28
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final set of rotating machinery components incorporated in the Application Study is given in Table
3.1 along with their performance characteristics. The fans manufactured by ETRI were used
during a special test series to demonstrate applicability of vibration monitoring to size-scaled
machines. A more detailed description of these fans and their selection rationale is presented in
Section 3.3.3.
Feasibility testing required that two pumps be employed. The single phase, 3600
RPM Micropump Model 120 units were used for all test conditions except for the introduction of
pump motor bearing faults. The six Micropump Model 13-57-316 units, supplied by NASA, were
used for the pump motor bearing tests only. The use of both pump types was necessitated by two
factors: 1) lack of replacement pump head kits from Micropump on the NASA-supplied units
prohibited the introduction of pump head faults and 2) the single-phase motors for the Micropump
120 units did not have replaceable motor bearings.
3.2.2 Mounting and Ope_ration
Test setups as described in the Master Test Plan are shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2
for the TRW fans and Micropump units respectively. It was determined during preliminary
feasibility testing that several minor modifications had to be incorporated into the fans and their test
setup in order to achieve repeatable results. Major factors incorporated into the feasibility tests
were:
1. An additional thickness of shims were installed to obtain uniform bearing
preload and repeatable data after disassembly,
2. The fans were tested with a nonducted (free-air) outlet due to the unacceptable
response of the fans to the degree of tightness in the test duct mounting bracket,
3. A small 5/32" hole was drilled in the inlet hub of the fan to permit
introduction of bearing faults without disassembling the unit.
All of these factors were approved by the NASA Technical Monitor and are discussed in more
detail in the Monthly Progress Report dated June 11, 1986, Tracor Document No.
T86-01-9513-U-8.
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Table 3.1 - IFD Test Components
Mmufnctm_ /d_w_ Shaft How R_ _Ptesa_ Motor Motor
Designation ____ (VA_ _
TRW-Globe 19A1393 10,500 600 124.6 200 400
F_s (4)
E rRI Fan (I)
ETRI Fan (1)
Mi(uopump(4)
Mim_mp (6)
126LF-0182
113XN-0182
120
13-57-316
3,150
3,600
3,600
11,700
900
1,500
0.94
1.58
0.45
Fr_ Air
FI_ Air
4.83 x 105
6.9 x 10'¢
82,74O*
120
120
120
200
*DifferentialP_ssu_
DIFFERENTIAL
MANOMETER
FLOW
FAN DUCT
IMPACT DTA_C MTOT
PORT PORT TUBE
Figure 3.1 - Open Loop Fan Test
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6O
6O
400
Motor
Phase
(No.)
3
DELTA
l
I
1
3
WYE
GATE
VALVE
BPH = 856
BPFO= 512
Blade Passage: 1581
Rotational = 52.5
B_ _ =263
Rotational = 60
B_ _ =360
Pumping: N x RPS
Ge_Mesh = 540
BPH = 775
BPFO = 401
Gem Mesh = 1764
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Figure 3.2 - Pump Regenerative Test Loop
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3.2.3 Test Equipment
A list of the equipment used in the the feasibility testing is given in Table 3.2. The
vibration sensor required special considerations due to the small size of the test components. A
PCB 309A accelerometer was chosen because of its acceptable acceleration sensitivity, high useable
frequency range, high mounted resonant frequency, and very light weight to minimize
mass-loading effects. Accelerometer performance characteristics are summarized in Table 3.3.
The accelerometers were calibrated in Tracor's Metrology Department before testing began.
3.2.4 Data Acquisition
Determination of the minimum length of vibration data required to achieve data
stability and repeatability was a key area of investigation in the initial data acquisition phase. A
series of tests was performed on the three-phase pumps manufactured by Micropump to resolve
this issue. These pumps were the least stable of the IFD components, thereby setting the minimum
criteria for consistent data acquistion on all components. The tests involved acquisiton of three
separate 128 second duration acceleration data records from a single three-phase pump operating
under baseline conditions with the accelerometer mounted radially. Within one of these 128 second
acceleration records, three data samples of shorter duration were obtained. Figures 3.3 through 3.5
illustrate the acceleration power spectra of three one-half second samples, three eight-second
samples, and three 32-second samples respectively. Figure 3.6 illustrates power spectra from three
separate baseline tests of 128 second duration. The variability of the acceleration of the three data
sets for each sample duration is shown below:
Data Sample Duration (sec) Mgan of Standard Deviation (dB)
0.5 3.66
8.0 2.11
32.0 1.47
128.0 0.93
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4 ea.
1 ca.
1 ca.
1 ca.
4 ca.
1 ca.
1 ca.
1 ca.
1 ca.
1 ea.
1 ca.
1 ca.
1 ca.
1 ca.
1 ea.
1 ca.
1 ca.
Table 3.2 - IFD Laboratory Test Equipment
PCB 309A accelerometer and power supply/amplifiers
Nicolet 466B spectrum analyzer
Hewlett-Packard 3964A 1/4" magnetic tape recorder
ITHACO P11 4 channel variable gain, low noise amplifier
Krohn-Hite Model 3202R 2 channel low/high pass, 24 dB/octave f'dter
Hewlett-Packard 241A sine wave oscillator
Crown M-600 power amplifier
Half-Wave Demodulator
Tektronix 475 oscilloscope
IBM Personal Computer
Dwyer model 400-5-S differential manometer w/pitot tube
U.S. Gauge 160 lb/in 2 pressure gauge
Omega model FL-2102 flow meter
Omega model TIC temperature sensor/converter
Mitutoyo 500 series, digital 6 inch caliber
Fluke 8050A Digital Multimeter
Fluke Y8101 Current Probe
Table 3.3 - PCB Model 309A Performance Characteristics
Weight
Sensitivity
Range
Resolution
Frequency Range
Resonant Frequency (Mounted)
Amplitude Linearity
Transverse Sensitivity
Swain Sensitivity
Temperature Coefficient
Construction
Dimension
lgram
5mV/g
+ 1000 g
0.2 g
5 - 10000 Hz (± 5%)
2 - 20000 Hz (+ 15%)
120 kHz
1% FS
5% Max. Sensitivity
0.005 g/_t in/in
0.05% / F
Compression; Epoxy Sealed Housing
0.23" Dia x 0.3" H
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Since the mean of the standard deviation was less than 1 dB from three independent
baseline data samples of 128 second duration, this minimum sample length was required for the
feasibility testing of all IFD components to achieve repeatable data.
Once feasibility testing began, both baseband and HFD data were taken
simultaneously to minimize the potential variance caused by separate testing. This procedure
allowed more statistically significant comparisons to be made between these processing techniques.
The data acquisition system designed to accomodate this testing is shown in Figure 3.7. The two
Krohn-Hite lowpass filters shown before the f'mal stage of amplification at the tape recorder in both
circuits were set to the 2 kHz measurement bandwidth used during testing. The remaining
Krohn-Hite filters were used in the HFD circuit and were tuned to bandpass around an 85 kHz
carder frequency. An additional stage of amplification was required before the half-wave
demodulator in order to properly record the signal.
3.2.5 Data Proc¢s_ing
Two VAX 11/750 computers were used to process the test data acquired in the IFD
laboratory. The data processing functional block diagram is shown in Figure 3.8. The data path
which was predominantly used during the testing employed a CSPI MAP 300 Array Processor to
digitize the analog time signal to a resolution of 12 bits. Time series processing was performed on
the Number 2 VAX after the digitized time series was loaded into a database. The time series
data,sampled at 8192 samples/second, was then Fourier transformed (2048 point, 512 ensemble
average) and transferred by digitial tape to the Number 1 VAX for spectral processing.
Post-processing of the spectral data included the use of several processing
algorithms, resident on the Number 1 VAX, that are in daily use to provide fleet maintenance
support to critical rotating machinery onboard U.S. Navy submarines. The processing algorithms
in software allowed the required high degree of flexibility in data analysis. After processing, the
graphical data was displayed on a RAMTEK color video system, with hardcopy color output being
provided by a Seiko CH-5301 Color Copier.
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3.3 Special Laboratory Investigations
3.3.1 Introduction
Two special laboratory experiments, defined since the Master Test Plan was issued,
were performed to assess the effects of microgravity and the effects of differences between
machines on the performance of vibration monitoring techniques. These laboratory experiments
required the purchase of additional test units and reconfiguration of some laboratory hardware.
Details of the microgravity investigations are presented in Appendix B. Appendix C contains a
comprehensive report on the investigation of dissimilar machine effects. The following two
sections summarize the objectives, experimental approach, and results of the microgravity and
dissimilar machine investigations respectively.
3.3.2 Micro_'avity Effects
Gravitational effects were observed by comparing response spectra of TRW fans
with the shaft axis horizontal and vertical. Experimental results were obtained by performing the
tests initially with multiple fans and then by repeating the same experiment on a single fan multiple
times. The multiple fan experiments were performed using :
1) Four fans tested one time,
2) Simultaneous recording of both baseband and HFD data,
3) Fans with additional shims to provide axial preload on the bearings, and
4) Horizontal shaft and vertical shaft orientation.
The single-fan experiments were performed using:
1) One fan tested four times,
2) Simultaneous recording of both baseband and HFD data,
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3) Fan with and without additional shims to provide axial preload on the bearings,
and
4) Horizontal and vertical shaft orientation.
The results of the experiments are summarized in Figures 3.9 and 3.10. The HFD
acceleration levels measured with the rotation axis horizontal exceeded those with the shaft vertical
by approximately 30 dB as seen in Figure 3.9. This result is attributable to the stabilizing effect of
preloading contributed by the rotor weight in a vertical orientation since the production-model TRW
fan does not have axial bearing preload. Shims added to provide a slight axial preload in order to
achieve repeatability were found to remove this observed gravity effect, as seen in Figure 3.10.
The baseband results were relatively insensitive to orientation with or without preload.
A TRW fan with a severely imbalanced impeller (eccentricity / radius of gyration =
0.005) was also operated with the rotational axis horizontal and vertical in order to detect any effect
caused by a gravity-induced tangential component of angular acceleration, but no discernable effect
was identified. The observation agrees with theoretical predictions which indicate an excitation
force for this effect on the order of 2 x 10 -6 times the centrifugal force due to imbalance. Shaft
flatness effects are not expected to be important for the short, stiff rotor assemblies typically found
in spacecraft rotating machinery. No shaft flatness effects were induced during the experiments.
No nonlinearity effects were observed due to the effect of machine weight on bearing and mount
stiffness. No gravity effects on bearing lubricant properties were examined, since tests of this kind
must be performed in an actual microgravity environment.
It is concluded that gravitational effects on bearing preload can be significant and
must be taken into account. Although no gravity-induced nonlinear stiffness effects were observed
in the tests, these could potentially be important for heavier machines with strongly nonlinear
mounts or very flexible bearings.
3.3.3 Dissimilar Machin¢_
The validity of applying a given monitoring technique to different machines was
demonstrated in the laboratory for two axial fans differing in mass by approximately 51%.
Imbalance of a fan impeller was selected as an important but readily implemented fault type to
demonstrate the validity of applying a specific monitoring technique, observing amplitude change at
the fundamental rotational frequency, to the two fans.
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The fans selected as laboratory demonstration units approximately satisfied
Strouhal-scaling criteria, which relate size, weight, and operating speed. The large and small
demonstration units were ETRI Models 113XN and 126LF, respectively, as shown in Figure 3.11.
The small fan is similar in construction to the large fan but not an exact replica. Both fans were
mounted in a cruciform arrangement of three-sixteenths inch ID surgical tubing as shown in Figure
3.12. The shafts of both units were horizontal during the tests, with the accelerometer mounted on
the top of the fan housing. The surgical tubing was attached to stiff wire brackets extending from
the comers of the fan housing. This experimental arrangement was chosen to provide low mount
resonance frequencies as compared with the fundamental shaft rotation frequency. Torsional
restoring torque is provided by deflection of the mounts when the fan housing experiences an
angular deflection about a transverse horizontal axis. Mount vertical and torsional stiffnesses were
scaled by adjusting the initial unstretched tubing lengths. Imbalances were induced in each fan by
attaching three different Strouhal-scaled metal weights at length-scaled positions on the impeller
hubs.
It is known that viscous damping does not scale correctly with size. However,
viscous effects are not considered important for machines having rolling element bearings and
working fluids with sufficiently high Reynolds Numbers.
Mean square accelerometer response spectra for the large and small fans are shown
in Figures 3.13 and 3.14. A shift of +6 dB must be added to the plotted spectra to obtain mean
square acceleration response in dB re 10 -6 g. A scaling-law correction of -0.6 dB must be added
to the small-fan response to account for the net effect of spectrum level scaling and scaling
associated with mean square acceleration response.
An additional correction for these off-scale conditions was derived and applied to the
small-fan results to obtain the predicted large-fan response shown in Table 3.4. Small-fan
response levels with both the scaling-law correction and the correction for off-scale conditions
applied agree with large-fan levels to within 1 dB for all three imbalance conditions, thus validating
the overall approach. Appendix C contains a detailed discussion.
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Table 3.4 - Predicted versus Measured Mean-Square Accelerometer
Response for Large Fan
Lat__
P_dud _llm
ilmured
SmallFan
Response
(ridmlf_O)
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115.7
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OH-kale
Correction
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3.4 Feasibili _ty Test_
3.4.1 General Procedure
Feasibility testing was structured as shown in Figure 3.15:
I
Baselines
IFD Feasibility
Tests
I
i I i I
I 1 I II I
Figure 3.15 - Feasibility Testing Block Diagram
Test components were first operated normally and data were collected in the
baseline condition. After baseline data were recorded, the particular fault or test condition under
investigation was introduced and faulted data were obtained. Depending upon the experiment being
performed, the baseline and faulted conditons were measured either globally across all test
components or on a single representative component multiple times in order to develop the
necessary detection statistics. The number of test components for each test is identified in the
following sections. Tables 3.5 and 3.6 list specific tests performed on the fans and pumps
respectively.
3.4.2 Example Result_
Currently over 1200 vibration spectra are catalogued in the NASA database which is
resident on the VAX 11/750. In addition, the time series data for these spectra are archived in both
analogue and digitial form. Typical examples of the test results along with the test description are
presented in the following sections. The purpose is to illustrate some of the computations,
important procedures, and supporting evidence for selected critical analysis results. Appendix D
contains a complete listing and description of the feasibility testing results.
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TABLE 3.5 FANS VIBRATION TEST PLAN
Ambient
Bench
Fan
Accelerometer Mount/Remount Repeatability
Accelerometer Loose Remount
Accelerometer Mapping (4 fans)
Fan Disassembly/Reassembly (4 fans)
Imbalance (weight)
Small (0.035 gm) (4 fans)
Large (0.173 gm) (4 fans)
Large (0.173 gin) (1 fan)
Inlet Air Restrictions (1 fan)
25% Blockage
75% Blockage
Voltage Change (4 fans)
Under (180 V)
Over (220 V)
Phase Loss (1 fan)
Shaft Orientation
4 fans
1 fan
Elevated Ambient (1 fan)
22°C -> 40°C
Bearings - Particle Contamination (4 fans)
Bearings - Inner Race Fault (1 fan)
Bearings - Outer Race Fault (1 fan)
Small/Large Fans (2 fans)
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TABLE 3.6 PUMPS VIBRATION TEST PLAN
Ambient
Bench
Pumps (1- 1_, 1-3_))
Accelerometer Mount/Remount Repeatability (1 - 1 (_, 1 - 3 (_)
Accelerometer Loose Remount (1 - 1 (_, 1 - 3_)
Accelerometer Mapping (1 - 1 (I), 1 - 3_)
Pump Disassembly/Reassembly (1 1 _, 6 - 3 _)
Shaft Orientation (4 - 1 _, 6 - 3(I))
Phase Loss (1 - 3_)
Load Conditions (1 - 1 _)
Over (80 psig)
Under (20 psig)
Voltage Change (1 - 1 (I))
Over Voltage (135 V)
Under Voltage (105 V)
Coupling Imbalance (1 - 3 (D)
Small (0.035 gm)
Large (0.173 gm)
Impeller Wear (4 - 1 _)
Impeller Fault (1 - 1 (_)
Bearings - Loss of Lubricant (1 -3_)
Bearings - Inner Race Fault (6 - 3 (_)
Bearings - Outer Race Fault (6 - 3 _)
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3.4.2.1 Elevated Ambient Temperature--Single Fan
Baseline data were obtained at a nominal room temperature of 22°C, after which air
heating commenced. Faulted data were obtained after reaching an inlet air temperature of 40°C,
which was monitored by an electronic temperature sensor. The heated air was then removed and
the fan cooled to ambient temperature. A second electronic temperature sensor was attached to the
stationary inlet guide vane assembly to insure consistent testing temperatures. The fan remained in
operation during the entire test sequence in which four baseline and four faulted conditions were
obtained.
Figures 3.16 through 3.19 illustrate, respectively, the four baseline spectra, the four
faulted spectra, the mean and standard deviation of the baseline and faulted spectra, and the
detection weights which were computed by subtracting the mean values at each frequency and
dividing by the average of the standard deviation at each frequency. The problem manifestation is
distinctive as a low frequency broadband hump repeatable with small variability. The detection
weights clearly show the detectable shape.
3.4.2.2 Bearing Particle C0ntaminati0n--Multiple Fans
A baseline was obtained for the TRW fan running normally, after which a small
quantity of very fine steel shavings was introduced to the bearing through a 5/32" hole in the
stationary inlet hub assembly over the bearing raceways. Faulted data were then obtained. The
experimental procedure was performed on each of the TRW fans. Figure 3.20 illustrates
acceleration versus time and shows the transient nature of the problem type. The four faulted
spectra shown in Figure 3.21 indicate the high variability of the results. A plot of the mean and
standard deviation of the test results, Figure 3.22, illustrates that although the contaminants
increased spectrum levels by approximately 10 dB to 15 dB, the standard deviation was also 10 dB
to 15 dB. The detection weights shown in Figure 3.23 are random with no distinctive patterns in
response to this data variability.
3.4.2.3 Bearing Outer Race Fault--Single Fan
A series of tests was performed in which a single outer race fault was introduced
into the front bearing of the fan under test. A special bearing was used with an easily removable
one piece cage assembly in these tests since both the fan and the bearing had to be disassembled for
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fault introduction. The bearings were faulted by using a "moto tool" with a carbide grinding tip to
introduce a very small score across the race surface. Figure 3.24 illustrates the mean and standard
deviation of the HFD baseline and faulted test results. Detection weights for these data, shown in
Figure 3.25, clearly show the outer race ball passing frequency and its harmonics and demonstrate
the classic HFD bearing fault detectability.
3.5 General Results
3.5.1 Probability of Detection for a Fixe41 Pmbability of Fo,Is¢ Alarm
The general results of the study are summarized in Table 3.7 for the fans and Table
3.8 for the pumps. As described in Section 2.0 of this report, the various post-processing
techniques and alternate data types can be equally compared using the probability of detection
values for a fixed value of probability of false alarm. This comparison is accomplished by
calculating the means and standard deviations for the baseline and faulted cases using the analysis
technique under investigation and then performing the detection statistics on these values. Both
baseband and HFD detectability of the fault under investigation were evaluated.
The weighted sums techniques identified in Tables 3.7 and 3.8 are described below:
Signature Analysis Weighted Sum_
Unmodified: The likelihood ratio weights are applied as calculated from the
baseline and faulted conditions in the entire analysis
bandwidth.
Modified: The likelihood ratio weights at key frequencies were retained
with the calculated amplitudes while all other weights were set
to zero. The modified weights were then applied to the
baseline and faulted spectra to obtain the weighted sums.
Selected Frequencies BB /HFD
Continuum: Characteristic spectrum broadband shapes were used for
detection by setting the likelihood ratio weights to 1.0 over this
band of frequencies and zero everywhere else.
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Single Frequency: The likelihood ratio weight at a characteristic frequency, such
as the fundamental for the imbalance tests, was set to a value of
1.0 while all other weights were set to zero.
Multiple Frequency: Similar to single frequency detection only a variable number of
frequencies were set to 1.0.
Time Series Weights
Training Set: The likelihood ratio processing of the time series in the full
analysis bandwidth for both baseline and faulted conditions.
The set of weights derived for a particular test condition were
applied to the same baseline and faulted conditions to obtain a
set of weighted sums.
Application Set: The likelihood ratio weights developed on one set of time series
data were applied to another series of data developed in a
separate test. For example, the set of weights developed for
the multiple fan -- large imbalance tests were applied to the
single fan -- large imbalance test data.
3.5.2 Selection of Techniq0e_
The general results presented in Tables 3.7 and 3.8 can be used to determine which
vibration analysis techniques provide the best detectability for a given problem type. Table 3.9
ranks problem detectability and shows the highest value for the probability of detection, along with
the technique which produced this value. These results demonstrate that a majority of the problem
types are readily detectable ( PD > 0.90 and PFA < 0.1 ). In addition, severe problem types
(impeller fault, large imbalance, loss of bearing lubricant, bearing race faults, and elevated
temperature) are detectable at very low values of PFA which would allow frequent sampling of a
number of machines. Other important conclusions are:
. The most promising technique is clearly the weighted sum [ W(I) ] of the
baseband vibration power spectrum. These weights often identify features that
are not readily observable by inspection.
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TABLE 3.9
RANKING OF PROBLEM DETECTABILITY (P D )
PROBLEM
1. Pump Impeller Chip
2. Fan Phase Loss
3. Large Imbalance
Single Fan
4. Inlet Restriction - 75%
5. 19 Pump Under Voltage
6. 19 Pump Over Voltage
7. Elevated Fan Ambient
8. 39 Pump Phase Loss
9. 1 9 Pump Over Pressure
(8O pek_)
10. 19 Pump Under Pmseum
(20 p=o)
11. 39 Pump Large Cot_
Imbalance
Po (_P PFA = 0.1
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
12. Pump Loss of Lubricant 0.99
13. Fan Under Voltage 0.g9
14. Pump Inner Race
Spall
15. Inlet Restriction - 25%
16. Accalerometar Loose
Mounting - 19 Pump
17. Acceleromatar Looee
Mounting - 3 9 Pump
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
.999998
.87
.39
.14
.01
ANALYSIS
TECHNIQUE
Baseband W(I) or HFD
Baseband W(I)
Baseband W(I)
Baseband W(I)
Baseband W(I)
Baseband W(I) or HFD
Baseband W(I)
Baseband W(I)
Baseband W(I)
Ba_bandW(r)
Ba_band W(I)
Baseband W(I) or HFD
Baseband W(I)
Baseband W(O)
Baseband W(I)
Baseband W(I)
Baseband W(I)
18. Fan Over Voltage 0.98 Baseband W(I)
19. Pump Outer Ra¢_ 0.97 Baseband W(I)
Spall
o.go or 0.99
Clustering HFD
0.86
(0.98 with HFD)
0.83
(0.90 HFD)
0.77
0.76
0157
(0.72-Time Series)
(0,68-Continuum)
0.43
0.35
20. Fan Outer Race
Spall
21. Accelerometar Locee
Mounting - Fan
22. Fan Inner Race
Spall
23. Large Imbalance
(4 Fans)
24. 39 Pump Small Coupling
Imbalance
25. Fan Bearing Padide
Contamination
26. Pump Impeller Wear
27. Fan Small Imbalance
(4 Fans)
Baseband W(I) or HFD
Clustering
HFD
HFD
Baseband W(J)
Baseband W(i)
Baseband Continuum
Analysis
Baseband W(U)
Baseband W(I)
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. The use of reference baseline data is very important. The fan imbalance results
were obtained for two cases: 1) one fan repeated four times and 2) four fans
tested separately. The second case corresponds to the detection of imbalance
with the same algorithm of a group of fans rather than using individual
references for each fan. The value of Po = 1.0 at PFA < 10-8 for a single fan
and PD = 0.77 at PFA = 0.1 for multiple fans.
3. Cepstrum analysis provided no significiant problem detection enhancement for
the problem types investigated.
Q Amplitude processing of the time series provided limited detection capability.
The likehood ratio processing only provided a significantly increased detection
capability for the beating inner race problem type. This processing should be
equivalent to, or better than, most amplitude processing including peak detection
and kurtosis analysis.
3.5.3 Classification Analysis
While the primary focus of this study has been on problem detection, or good versus
faulted data, actual machinery monitoring applications involve good versus multiple faults. To
address this application, faulted data for several problem types investigated for the IFD
components were combined and the results for the weighted sum processing of baseband and HFD
data were analyzed. If any or all sets yielded sums in excess of pre-set thresholds, a machine
problem was identified as detected. The outputs from the classification processor were then
examined to select the largest value as an indicator of the specific problem diagnosis.
Gaussian amplitude densities were assumed and measured values of the mean and
standard deviation for each weight set applied to a group of faulted spectra were used to compute
the relative probabilities that each weight set produced the largest output for a given problem type.
Tables 3.10 and 3.11 present results of the analysis performed for several of the problem types
investigated on the TRW fans using baseband and HFD data, respectively. The probability of
correct classification for each problem type is given by the diagonal values in the matrix.
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Table 3.10 - Classification Probabilities for Modified Weighted Sums
of Baseband Vibration Spectra for Fan Data
PROBLEM K_ Wl W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7 W8
1 Accelerometer .08 .11 .19 .08 .01 .04 .04 .13
Loose Mount
2 Small Imbalance
3 Large Imbalance
MuHiple Fans
4 Large Imbalance
Single Fan
5 Under Voltage
6 Phm Loss
7 Elevated Inlet
Temperature
0 baring Particle
Contaminant
9 BNdng OR)
Fault
lo Se_anO (OR)
Fault
.06 .08 .18 .00 .003 .21 .06 .10
.04 .05 (_) .32 .05 .0008 .04 .07
.0000 .0000 .0000 (_) .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
.02 ,06 .13 .015 .18 .19 .06 .10
.0000 .0000 .27 ._f_........_ ) .0000 .0000
.0008 .0000 .0000 .014 .0000 .0000 (_ B_
.10 .12 .13 .08 .003 .027 .OeO .13
.11 .10 .07 .07 .05 .04 ,05 .09
.OQ .11 .12 ,07 .17 .04 .05 .13
W9 WlO
.16 .17
.10 .14
.09 .07
.0000 .0000
.12 .13
.0000 .0000
.0000 .0000
.18 .14
Table 3.11 - Classification Probabilities for Modified Weighted Sums of HF
Vibration Spectra for Fan Data
PROBLEM K_ Wl W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7 W8 W9
1 Acceleromeler
Loose Mount .16 .20 .18 .0001 .le .16 .16 .0001 .0001
2 ,Sn_lll Imbalance
.12 .04 .13 .09 ,09 .15 .11 .09 .08
3 Laroelmbalance
Multiple Fsns .09 .00 .11 .12 .09 .09 .09 .11 .10
4 Large Imbalance
Single Fan
5 Under Voltago
6 Phase Lo_
7 Elevated Inlet
Tamperature
8 Bearing Particle
Contaminant
9 Beadng (IR)
Fault
I 0 Bearing (OR)
Fault
.09 .O0 .11 .12 .09 .09 .Oe .11 .10
.10 .13 .10 .08 .10 .Og .10 .00" .09
.11 ,01 ,27 .0002 .025 _ .OO .0002 .0002
.12 .31 .08 .0000 .29 .04 ,16 ,0000 .0000
.01 .02 .01 .21 .02 .01 .01 .22 .25
•02 .03 .01 .17 .02 .01 .02 .17
.04 .05 .05 .18 .04 .05 .05 .18 .17
W10
.0001
.I0
.I0
.10
.Og
.0003
.0000
.23
.12
®
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The values in Table 3.10 indicate that the problems readily diagnosed by baseband
weighted sum processing are: large imbalance, phase loss, elevated inlet temperature, and (less
reliably), bearing race faults. The HFD weighted sum processing given in Table 3.11, correctly
identified fewer problem types--bearing race faults and phase loss.
Tables 3.12 and 3.13 present results of the classification analysis for the single-
phase and three-phase pumps, respectively. Both baseband and HFD weighted sum processing
correctly diagnosed the smaller set of problem types chosen for the single-phase pump analysis.
The three-phase pump problem set resulted in smaller relative probabilities for both data types, with
the baseband modified weighted sum correctly classifying three of the four problems.
Important conclusions are:
o A processor was developed which demonstrates a significant capability to
correctly classify a problem type in a representative ECLSS machine. It is
important to note that the weighted sum processing or linear discriminant
approach is a detection scheme and is not specifically designed for pattern
classification. Further investigation and development of algorithms based on
the joint distribution of frequency ceils for faulted and baseline data could be
used to significantly improve classification performance.
. It is important to include only the most relavent and probable fault or problem
types in the analysis in order to improve the relative probability of correct
classification. Alternately, problems that occur very infrequently should not be
afforded the same weight in the classification process as those that occur on a
much more frequent basis. The smaller number of faults investigated for the
single phase pumps, for example, generally resulted in much higher relative
probabilities than the much larger group of problems utilized in the fan
classification analysis.
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i TABLE 3,12 CLASSIFICATION PROBABILITIES
PUMP (1 _)
I
BASEBAND
I _W(k) for
_.k
I Problem k _ Wl W2 W3 W4
I Impeller Wear _ .04 .03 .06
Impeller Fault .29 _ .06 .0001
Load - 80 psig .002 .0000 C.998_ .0000
Load - 20 psig .03 .02 .15
I
I HFD
Impeller Wear (_.32"_ .14 .27 .27
I Impeller Fault .00004 _ .0009 .001
Load - 80 psiq
Load - 20 psig
.10 .03 _ .07
.18 .05 .10
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Inner Race Fault .06
Outer Race Fault .18
Phase Loss .0000
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i TABLE 3.13 CLASSIFICATION PROBABILITIES
PUMP (3_)
I
BASEBAND
1 _wc_ for
_ _'__. k
l Problem k _ Wl W2 W3 W4
Loss of Lube .24 .12 .36 .28
.07 .10
.26 -_37_ ,19
.0004 .0006
Loss of Lube .35
InnerRaceFault .1 8
Outer Race Fault .26
Phase Loss .19
HFD
.36 .29
.29 .18
.24 ._
.17 .21
.0000
.35
.04
®
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4.0 PRELIMINARY MONITORING SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
PLAN
The purpose of this section is to describe and justify a proposed vibration
monitoring system for general applications to rotating machinery used on advanced spacecraft. A
discussion of maintenance philosophy factors affecting the proposed design is presented first,
followed by a general description of the processing functions of the proposed design. The final
subsection addresses the problems and recommended techniques for implementation of the design.
4.1 Maintenance Philosophy
4.1.1 Primary_ Purpo_ so
Current spacecraft maintenance philosophy is to implement fault tolerance by use of
redundant components and elimination of single-point failure pathways. Vibration monitoring and
analysis capability is viewed as an extension of existing design philosophy to the machinery
sub-component level. The goal is to achieve fault detection and diagnosis and then initiate
appropriate corrective action prior to component failure.
4.1.2 Standardizal:ion
Results obtained during this study and described in Section 3.5 of this report have
clearly demonstrated the performance advantages of standardization of equipment. The
classification or diagnostic capabilities are significantly improved if a limited set of known faults
may be defined. Furthermore, the weighted sum analysis of vibration spectra (see Section 3.5) is
dependent on measurements of the vibration spectra of specific units and specific problems. The
advantages of standardization in regard to reliability and maintainability include: 1) the performance
of general performance monitoring techniques (including vibration monitoring) would be
significantly improved, 2) a group of highest probability fault types could be determined through
failure testing, which would facilitate diagnosis and repair, 3) training for repair and maintenance
would be minimized, and 4) cost of equipment would be minimized.
4.1.3 Unit Replacemen_
In man-tended modes of operation and initial stages of manned operation,
maintenance of advanced spacecraft should be accomplished by unit replacement to minimize
required crew time. Ultimately, maintenance functions are to be performed on orbit. Two elements
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of the basic rationale supporting on-orbit maintenance are 1) the need to take full advantage of the
presence of man in space and 2) the high cost of transfer of components from a ground based
facility to orbit. Therefore, it is anticipated that a workshop will ultimately be provided and
outfitted with standard tools, diagnostic equipment and a spares inventory.
All rotating machinery components should be line replaceable. This will minimize
down-time and facilitate repair of internal machinery components in the on-board workshop.
Repaired units will be tested and returned to the spares inventory. Access by the astronauts to all
rotating components should be assured to facilitate maintenance.
4.1.4 Additional Factor_
Table 4.1 shows relevant maintenance philosophy factors in addition to those
described in the preceding paragraphs. The impact of each factor on the preliminary design is also
summarized in Table 4.1.
4.1.5 Vibration Monitoring Goal_
4.1.5.1 Reliability
The reliability of the vibration monitoring system must be much greater than the
reliability of the rotating components to be monitored. This goal impacts aspects of the proposed
design as well as proposed future studies. The primary manifestation is in the need to have very
low probability of false alarm and high probability of detection. The techniques for quantifying
these performance statistics, developed and applied during this study, are described in Section 3.0
of this report.
4.1.5.2 Applicability to General Machine Types
This study has concentrated on small rotating components typical of the ECLSS.
Machines and mechanical systems not investigated in this study which are of interest include:
machinery with gears and or belts, reciprocating machines, very low RPM machines, and transient
or impulsively operating machines. The vibration monitoring system described later in Section 4.0
of this report is believed to be applicable to these types of machines, provided the necessary
experiments and data analysis are performed to optimize the design parameters.
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4.1.5.3 Automation
To provide effective spacecraft machinery monitoring, all parameters should be
automatically monitored onboard by system software. Existing methods requiring continuous
manual monitoring of telemetry are incompatible with advanced spacecraft environments. It is
likely that a single onboard crew member will be responsible for overall monitoring, fault recovery
and maintenance. Similarly, ground monitoring of telemetry is inconsistent with the goal of
autonomous operation.
Recent Space Shuttle missions have averaged 20 malfunctions for a seven day flight.
In the event of a malfunction, the flight control team and crew consult written malfunction
procedures. If the need to execute multiple malfunction procedures simultaneously arises, the crew
must use their own judgement to decide the order of the procedures. It is clear that fault recovery
and maintenance for the more complex advanced spacecraft environment will dictate an automatic
system.
4.1.5.4 Autonomy
All processing should be performed on-site without the use of ground telemetry.
Limitation on available spacecraft computer processing capability will require that as much
pre-processing of data as possible be performed before input to the spacecraft processing system.
Also detection and processing algorithms should be as simple as possible.
An autonomous fault recovery/maintenance prediction system should be in the form
of signal processing to detect features followed by an expert system to complete the diagnosis and
recommend actions. Malfunction/maintenance procedures lend themselves to expert system
programs due to their rule-based "if-then" tree structure. An automated system could integrate
monitoring information with spacecraft conditions, spare parts, system redundance design and
maintenance procedures to provide swift alarms as well as detailed messages containing diagnosis,
severity, and action information. The system would also be interactive so that the operator could
prompt for additional information. A comprehensive automated system would minimize the
number of malfunctions needing immediate attention and maximize on-board crew efficiency.
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4.2 Functional Desi_
4.2.1 Vibration Monitoring Fonctions
During the Conceptual Study, six specific vibration monitoring functions were
defined. The following list (taken from the Final Conceptual Study Report) provides a brief
description of these monitoring functions.
1. Continuous Protection Against Catastrophic Failure - The goal of this function is
to detect an impending failure with very high probability of detection (PD) and very low probability
of false alarm (PFA). The amount of advanced warning, the ability to obtain detailed diagnostics,
and the ability to assess categories of severity could all be sacrificed, if necessary, in order to
achieve high PD and low PFA" The purpose of this function is to allow switching to redundant
capability.
2. Early Detection of Machine Abnorrn_lities - This function would provide
detection of generic machine abnormalities with lead times that are greater than 48 hours and are
ideally as long as possible. This function would require high PD and low PFA" The ability to
assess level of severity and provide detailed diagnostics could be sacrificed in order to achieve
accurate detections with long lead time. The purposes of this function are:
• Provide trigger signals for the acquisition of additional data,
• Minimize cost of repair by preventing propagation of early faults to more
advanced stages of failures with higher cost of repair,
* Prevent degradations in performance as a result of propagating faults, and
* Allow convenient scheduling of maintenance rather than emergency
maintenance.
3. Accurate Diagnosis of Problem/Given a Detected Machine Abnormality - For a
given machine and monitoring system, a detected abnormality has a class of potential sources or
specific problems (e.g. balance, bearing, looseness, blocked filter). The goal of this function
would be to select the specific problem or problems with highest probability and, if necessary, to
rank the possible problems according to their a posteriori probability. Bayesian estimation
techniques are examples of the candidate processing approaches for this function. An important
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problem category will be sensor problems. This function must accurately separate sensor problems
(or other data acquisition problems) from true machine problems. The two purposes of the
diagnosis function are: 1) to provide information to the level of severity function (item 4), and 2) to
minimize repair cost and time.
4. Assessment of Level of Severity/Given a Detected Machine Abnormality - This
function would operate in concert with the algorithms described in items 2 and 3. The goal of this
function would be to estimate the level of severity of a problem or detected abnormality. For
example, five classes of severity might be the following:
• Class 1 - No action required.
• Class 2 - Additional data collection and close monitoring required.
• Class 3 - Simple quick fixes (lubrication) or changes in operating
condition (cut back flow rate) are required.
• Class 4 - Maintenance should be scheduled within a specified time
interval.
• Class 5 - Immediate maintenance should be scheduled.
5. Accurate Prediction of Future Machine Condition Versus Time (Including Time
to Failure)/Given a Detected Machine Abnormality - The goal of this function would be to provide
predictions of the state of a machine versus time. The primary state of interest would be failure
condition; however, it would also be of value to predict intermediate levels of degradation. There
axe two basic approaches that would be applicable for this function. The In'st approach would be
"optimal" trend analysis of vibration parameters indicative of machine condition. The second
approach would involve a state transition model based on engineering knowledge of the machine
behavior. For example, it may be known that an inner race spaU causes an outer race spall which
causes bearing looseness, and finally, bearing failure. The time intervals for these transitions may
be estimated. This is often referred to as defect propagation rate.
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6. Provide Feedback Information for Control of Machine Operational
Characteristics - It is well known that operational parameters such as temperature, pressure, and
flow rate may be highly correlated with vibration, and all these parameters should be used to
estimate the state of a machine. Furthermore, it is proposed that these combined parameters could
be used as inputs to a knowledge based processor with rules related to the operation of the
machine, and that the system could be automatically controlled in a way to maximize efficiency and
longevity.
The level of importance of each of the six functions described above has been
assessed for purposes of this feasibility study, and the rank in importance is given by the order of
occurrence in the list; that is, protection against catastrophic failure is considered to be the most
important and feedback control is considered to be least important.
The ranking of functions was based on the impact on space operations, maintenance
reliability, and maintenance costs. In some instances, the rank of importance is also based on the
interdependence of functions. For example, all functions except "continuous protection against
failure" are dependent on "early detection of abnormalities"; therefore, "early detection of
abnormalities" is ranked second. The third through fifth functions are very interdependent and their
level of importance is considered approximately equal. The feedback function is ranked last
because it adds capability rather than protects against degradations in space operations.
The highest ranked function of continuous protection against catastrophic failure was
not investigated in depth during this study since it will be accomplished primarily by monitoring
techniques other than vibration monitoring. The functions ranked 2 through 5 were considered to
be the primary areas of interest. The matched weighting processing techniques developed during
this study may be used to perform each of these functions and form the basis of the processing
system described in the following section.
4.2.2 Monitorin_Analysis System Schematic
A schematic of the proposed vibration monitoring system (VMS) is shown in Figure
4.1. This VMS receives and sends information (sensor and logic data) between four sources: the
accelerometer outputs, the up/down link to ground control, the display and control console operated
by the crew, and the spacecraft distributed data management system (DMS). The VMS is capable
of performing the six vibration functions described in Section 4.1. The functional blocks of Figure
4.1 are described in the following paragraphs.
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4.2.2.1 Redundant Machinery_
The machinery itself is anticipated to be doubly or triply redundant, with automatic
cut-in of the spare upon failure of the primary unit. An analysis of product of failure probabilities
demonstrates that the enhanced reliability resulting from vibration monitoring is significantly
increased in a redundant system as compared to a non-redundant system.
4.2.2.2 Vibration Sensor_
The vibration sensors (discussed in detail in Section 4.3) are equipped with local
preamplifiers. The signals are sent to an analog MUX, not shown in Figure 4.1, located in the
vibration monitoring system hardware cabinet (see Section 4.3).
4.2.2.3 Si_maal Conditionin_S witchinmffh'eprocessing
The analog MUX passes the analog signals to an amplifier summer which allows the
insertion of a calibration tone at a known stable frequency and amplitude. The calibration tone will
be at a relatively high frequency and will provide a fixed reference to check gain drift and machine
RPM shifts. The signals are then low pass filtered for normal baseband analysis as well as
demodulated (see Section 4.3) for analysis of high frequency signals. The signals are then
digitized prior to the initial vibration analysis processing.
4.2.2.4 Level Zero Short Cycle Checks and Event Cap_
Protection against rapidly developing failures, such as loss of lubricant, may be
detected by vibration monitoring. Experiments conducted during this study have demonstrated that
severe vibration increases occur with loss of lubricant in small, high RPM pumps. Failures
generally occur three hours or more after the detection of vibration increases. Continuous vibration
monitoring with transient data communicated asynchronously to the computer at alarm would be
required. Simple RMS power levels in selected frequency bands would be computed and
compared to an alarm threshold. Threshold exceedance would cause an immediate acquisition of
digitized data for detailed analysis at levels one and two.
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4.2.2.5 High Frequency I_modulation
The experiments and analysis conducted during this study have indicated that HFD
analysis may be valuable as a means of early detection of impulsive periodic vibration which excite
resonant modes of the machine (see Section 2.0). Therefore, an HFD channel is proposed as an
alternate analysis method to standard baseband analysis. Normal frequencies for HFD analysis are
above 50 kHz. Therefore, demodulation and low pass filtering are performed prior to digitization
to reduce the required sampling rate and corresponding implementation difficulties.
4.2.2.6 Level One--Detection of Abnormal Vibration
Vibration data are obtained and analyzed automatically at intervals defined in
software. These data are processed at intervals of approximately eight to twenty-four hours.
1. Spectral Estimation - The results of the IFD study have conclusively shown that
the primary method of analysis should be analysis of narrowband spectra obtained by FFT
processing followed by ensemble averaging to estimate vibration power levels. Typical
bandwidths and resolutions for small, high RPM machines should be :
Band1 :
Band2 :
0 Hz - 2 kHz with 4 Hz resolution
0 kHz - 10 kI4_z with 20 Hz resolution
Normally, 16 to 32 ensemble averages would be implemented, requiring four to eight seconds of
data for each machine. For a nominal 50 machine group, approximately five minutes would be
required. However, results obtained during this study (see Section 3.0) have shown that for small
rotating machines, mechanical instabilities require that approximately two minutes of data be
obtained for each machine. Therefore, approximately one to two hours may be required to acquire
and process the data for an assumed 50 machine group.
2. Postp_ rocessing of Spectral Data - As discussed in Section 3.0 of this report,
analysis of vibration power spectra (both baseband and HFD) is clearly the preferred method of
vibration analysis. Processing of alternate data types (e.g., likelihood ratio processing of time
domain data) provided inferior problem detection capability for all problem types investigated.
Therefore, it is recommended that postprocessing of vibration spectra be used as the primary
method of vibration monitoring.
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3. Normalization of Spectral Data - Preprocessing of the raw spectral data will be
required in order to ensure repeatable data independent of machine RPM and load condition. This
normalization includes adjustments for variations in machine fundamental rotation frequency (fRf)
and noise spectral equalization (NSE). These normalization algorithms are described in Reference
(14).
4. Weighted Sum Analysis - The postprocessing technique of most promise is the
weighted sum analysis of baseband data. This analysis technique, described in detail in Section
2.3, requires a set of stored weights which are used to form a weighted sum of the spectral data.
The weighted sum is then compared to a threshold, and a sum greater than threshold indicates a
possible machine problem. Different sets of weights may be stored corresponding to different
types of machine problems. If any or all weighted sums exceed their corresponding threshold, a
machine problem is identified. The weights may be applied to either the raw spectral data or the
difference between the measured spectrum and a reference spectrum. The reference spectra,
weights, and thresholds are stored in the vibration monitoring database and may be modified by the
crew or ground control.
5. Feature Extraction - Postprocessing of vibration data in addition to the weighted
sum of spectra is performed to extract additional features. For example, estimates of the spectral
continuum and specific broadband features may be used to reliably detect operation with elevated
inlet temperatures (see Section 3.0).
4.2.2.7 Level Two Dia_osis
Diagnosis at level two will be initiated for all abnormal data detected at level one.
The purpose of this processing is to estimate the specific problem type and level of severity. The
processing technique examined during this study (described in Section 3.5.3) consists of forming
weighted sums over the spectral data. The sets of weights are matched to specific problem types
and levels of severity. The largest weighted sum indicates the proper diagnosis.
It should be noted that three of the vibration analysis functions listed previously in
Section 4.2.1 are performed at level two by the diagnostic processing. These functions are:
problem diagnosis, assessment of severity, and estimation of time to failure. It was determined
during this study that the most meaningful method of estimating time to failure is to diagnose a
problem and estimate the level of severity. This information is then combined with models of the
machine's mechanical characteristics and failure modes to estimate time to failure. Trending
information may also be required.
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4.2.2.8 Vibration Monitorin2 Database
The vibration monitoring database will be a primary element of the VMS. Control
software will interface the database to display and control inputs from the crew, the spacecraft
distributed data management system, the data link to ground control, the outputs of the vibration
monitoring modules, and the expert system processing. Stored information will include:
1. Reference spectra for each machine,
2. Matched weights and thresholds for detection and diagnosis,
3. Segments of vibration data for event capture of transient events,
4. Relevant historical data such as recent failures and the associated vibration
features and recent maintenance recommendations,
5. Relevant platform status, crew activity, and spare parts information,
6. Information associated with data acquisition (such as duty cycle for automatic
routine analysis) and Iransfer, and
7. Information related to display of visual aids for maintenance actions (e.g.,
machine schematics).
4.2.2.9 Vibration Monitoring Ex_t_rt System
The expert system is required in order to provide text and visual aids regarding
specific maintenance recommendations. The primary elements of a maintenance message are: 1) a
binary decision to send a message (alarm), 2) identification of anomalous spectral features, 3)
diagnoses of mechanical problems, 4) assessment of problem severity, and 5) a recommended
maintenance action. The rules (or knowledge) required to automatically generate these maintenance
message items include an extensive list of context information and man/machine interface
knowledge in addition to the rules necessary to interpret the signal processing outputs. Examples
of the type of rules necessary for this system are:
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1. Spare parts, platform status, and crew activity and schedule,
2. The logic/decision status of the VMS for all machines,
3. Previous maintenance history for each unit,
4. Interpretation of level zero, level one, and level two data outputs including:
* One-to-one feature to problem relationship,
• Combination of features and problem types for a single message item,
* Effects of message history for a given unit,
• Correlation of events for different accelerometer positions and analysis
bands,
• Apriori probabilities of machine problems, and
• Analysis of special features such as continuum shapes;
5. Message item text construction requiting concatenation of sentence segments,
6. Display of visual aids to assist in the implementation of the maintenance action,
7. Functional application of each machine and its criticality, and
8. Identification of problems when equal or nearly equal candidates exist.
The complete expert system consists of procedural functions developed in an
appropriate language such as ADA or FORTRAN combined with symbolic reasoning functions
implemented with an expert system tool such as OPS5. Higher level expert system tools such as
Knowledge Engineering Environment (KEE) may not be sufficiently flexible to allow the
development of the necessary hybrid (procedural and data driven) system. Forward chaining
inference technique and pattern matching will be the most appropriate inferencing techniques since
conclusions will be derived from a limited set of essential facts.
C _ __
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4.2.2.10 Display and Control
The crew member assigned to maintenance will operate and respond to the VMS
through the display and control console. The operator may: acquire data in a manual mode in
addition to that automatically acquired by the VMS; query the DMS for information not provided
routinely by the VMS; send commands to transmit or receive ground control information and data;
and query the VMS for additional advice, explanation, or back-up data. The crew operator may
also redirect the VMS logic decision process, as well as modify thresholds, store new reference
data, and enter additional information to initiate the system for new machines or modifications to
existing machines. At each alarm and maintenance message, the five elements of a message listed
in Section 4.2.2.9 and schematics, drawings, or other instructional information required to
implement the maintenance action will be displayed.
4.2.2.11 Ground Conlrol
The crew operator or the expert system can initiate transmission of data to ground or
receive data from ground control via the up/down link. This would provide ground control with
access to the digitized waveforms stored prior to an alarm as well as the outputs of level zero, level
one, and level two signal processors and the expert system. Ground control may also initiate data
acquisition and modify the VMS parameters and logic in a manner identical to the crew system
control described in Section 4.2.2.10.
4.2.2.12 Spacecraft Distributed DM$
The high level VMS computer will become an integral part of the spacecraft
distributed DMS. Interface will be provided through database software and the expert system. The
VMS will acquire data from the DMS regarding spacecraft status, crew activity, and other platform
data pertinent to the operation of the VMS. The VMS will supply information to the DMS network
concerning the status of the VMS maintenance items, machinery health, and other factors required
by the various subsystems that are a part of the DMS.
4.2.3 Monitorin_Analysis System _Operation
Fault isolation will be at the component part level (bearing, blocked filter, etc.)
where possible. Diagnostic capability is implemented where required in order to achieve very low
probability of false alarm, high probability of detection, and accurate time to failure estimates. The
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primary diagnostic capability at level one will be differentiation between sensor and machine faults.
Detailed diagnostic capability is provided by level two processing. Level two processing may be
initiated by one of three methods: 1) very long cycle computer scheduled checks (e.g. once per
week), 2) automatically at each level one alarm, or 3) command from operator. The primary goal
of this processing is to isolate faults to the machine component part level and accurately assess level
of severity. The outputs will aid in the predictive maintenance functions and may also be used to
provide quality assurance for new components or redundant units when switched to operation.
The three-level processing provides the capability to perform all anticipated vibration
monitoring functions (Section 4.2.1) with efficient management of computer resources by
successive screening operations. The approach also allows optimization of each functional
capability.
Level zero requires no diagnostic capability, but probability of detection should be
high and false alarm rate should be very low. Level one probabilities of detection are required to be
moderately high but the false alarm rate should be very low to avoid the circumstance of a false
alarm plus true failure situation that may result in catastrophic failure. The level two processing
should have a very high probability of detection, but the false alarm rate may also be relatively high
since the primary functions are to provide detailed diagnosis for level one alarms and quality
assurance checks on command.
Relative thresholds for each individual machine operating in known good condition
are required for functions requiring a low probability of false alarm. For those functions requiring
relative thresholds, the following procedures are followed:
. Obtain reference data (e.g., a spectrum) for the machine operating in known
good condition at ground laboratories with absolute thresholds used for quality
assurance (note: false alarm may be high for this function),
2. Deliver and install the machine in space and obtain a second baseline data set,
3. Verify that machine baseline data are similar to ground laboratory baseline data
(a second quality assurance test), and
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4. Store baseline data and set thresholds for detection of relative changes (thus
obtaining a system with adequately low false alarm rate).
4.2.3.1 Decision Making Responsibility - The VMS will evolve to ultimately permit
autonomous decisions by the platform commander, with alarms, diagnostics, and maintenance
recommendations provided automatically by the system. The evolution will proceed from initial
phases when most decisions are based on human expert analysis. The diagnoses and
recommended actions of the automatic system will be compared with human analysis and
improvements will be made in the system. As confidence is gained in the automatic system, k will
be given increasing autonomy. This evolutionary process should begin with test bed operation and
continue through initial stages of platform operation. Ground control will provide back-up
technical support, signal processing capability and simulation resources as required. The platform
commander will have authority to override ground control or take independent action if the
communication link to ground is disrupted.
4.2.3.2 On-orbit vs. Ground Based Monitoring and Control - As described above, ultimately
monitoring and control functions are to be performed on-orbit. Ground control will provide only
back-up monitoring and control capability to be exercised in the event the crew is unable to perform
essential functions, or when back-up technical support is required. A link from DMS to ground
will be available to transmit general platform status information. An uplink can be used to activate
or shut down machinery components in the event the crew is unable to take approprite action.
4.2.3.3 Dearee of Fault Isolation - Level zero short-cycle checks will isolate faults to the
level of the individual rotaing machinery component. Level one long-cycle checks will differentiate
machinery failures from several data link failures. Close monitoring, at level two, will be capable
of differentiating betweeen different failure modes of the machine with probabilities assigned to
each. The decision to replace a defective unit can be based on level zero or level one output alone.
Level two output provides additional diagnostic information useful for assessing the urgency of
corrective action, given other current priorities. Appropriate quick fix maintenance will be
recommended for situations involving intense crew activity.
4.3 Instrumentation and Implementati911
The basic monitoring/analysis system concept was presented in the preceding
section. In this section, the method of selecting instrumentation for the preliminary system design
is discussed in detail.
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Selection of instrumentation hardware is an important process to ensure the
collection of reliable vibration data. Proper selection of hardware will ensure sensitivity and signal
conditioning that provides adequate signal-to-noise ratios. Figure 4.2shows an expansion of the
sensor/signal conditioning/processor portion of the overall VMS design.
The criteria for selecting instrumentation for the preliminary system design is driven
primarily by the requirements shown in Table 4.2. A discussion of factors that affect the major
hardware blocks shown in Figure 4.2 follows:
4.3.1 Sensors
The principal factors influencing transducer selection for the VMS are:
lo Frequency Response - determines bandwidth of possible analysis and ability to
provide high frequency demodulated signal. The low end of the frequency
response should be less than the lowest frequency to be analyzed which is
approximately 5 Hz for the high RPM machines. The high end of the frequency
response should be above at least the 10th harmonic of the highest frequency of
interest for baseband analysis. A transducer with a high end response of 100
kHz is desireable for high frequency demodulation analysis of small, high RPM
rotational machines. A fiat frequency response curve is not essential as long as
baseline data is taken for each different machine/transducer.
. Weight (Mass) - The weight of the transducer should be minimized to prevent
mass loading which will dampen or alter the response characteristics of the
system.
. Primary Parameter - Acceleration was selected as the most useful indicator of
vibration phenomena due to the relatively good sensitivity, size, weight, and
ease of use of accelerometers. Acceleration is a principal manifestation of most
vibration phenomena.
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TABLE 4.2 - VIBRATION MONITORING PRELIMINARY SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
• Sensor Performance
- Sensitivity
- Frequency Response
- Dynamic Range
Noise Floor
Data Rate
• Space Allocation
• Weight Allocation
• Reliability (MTBF)
- Automatic PM/FL
- Manual PMFL
• Interface Requirements
• Processor Requirements
- Memory
- Computational Speed
- Interface Compatibility
- Expandable
• Expert System
- Ease of Call-out to Procedural Language
- Operation with Large Database
- Inferencing Appropriate to Data Analysis
• Display
• Growth
Characteristics
Potential
Addition of Sensors, Preamps, etc.
Expansion of Switching Matrix
Processor
• Memory Reserve
• Processing Margin
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o Sensitivity - Laboratory measurements and literature research showed the
acceleration range for small rotational machinery to lie in the 1 x 10 -5 g to 1 x
102 g range. Accelerometers should provide output signals from this input range
that are above the noise floor of the processing electronics, and below processor
clipping level at full scale input.
5. Temperature Range - The transducers must be capable of operating, without
drift, over the temperaure range of the operating machinery.
. Mounting - Transducers used in this contract were mounted using beeswax due
to the necessity to mount and remove them often. The preferred permanent
method is to drill and tap a hole directly in the machine structure and attach the
accelerometer with a threaded stud. If the machine structure cannot be
drilled, the mounting disc and stud can be welded or glued to the machine or
strapdown techniques can be used.
4.3.2 Preamolifigr_
The preamplifiers perform two functions: 1) they match the high output impedance
of the accelerometers to the lower input impedance of processors and 2) they provide amplification
prior to transmitting data signals through cables to the processor. The accelerometers are directly
followed by preamplifiers which convert the high impedance, microvolt level signals from the
accelerometers into a high level (0.1 to 1 volt), low impedance signal which is more immune to
surrounding electromagnetic interference and compatible with further analog processing. These
preamplifiers should be located within a meter of the accelerometers to avoid electromagnetic
interference susceptibility.
4.3.3 Analog MID(
It is necessary to continuously monitor the machines with simple analog processing,
and periodically sample for detailed analysis with digital processing. Therefore, the analog MUX
shown in Figure 4.2 samples the preamplifier outputs and multiplexes the signal at two rates. The
analog sampling rate would be sufficiently high to ensure power samples are obtained at a
minimum of one sample per machine per hour. The sampling for digital processing would provide
for a two minute record per machine at eight hour intervals.
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4.3.4 Arnplifier Summer
The analog MUX outputs require amplification to voltage levels compatible with the
analog to digital (A/D) input levels. A calibration tone is summed with all vibration data to provide
an amplitude reference to check for system drift. The stable frequency of the tone will also be used
by the processing algorithms to check for variations in machine RPM.
4.3.5 High Frequency Demodulation Processing
High Frequency Demodulation processing requires the additional circuitry of a
bandpass triter and a demodulator. The bandpass filter center frequency is not critical; 85 kHz was
used for this study after several center frequencies were tried with little difference in processing
gain. The bandwidth should be equal to or greater than the baseband analysis bandwidth. The type
of demodulator used is not critical. A half wave demodulator was used in this study.
4.3.6 Continuous Monitoring
Continuous monitoring of the machinery vibration analog data is accomplished by
power detection of a series of bandpass filter outputs. Bandwidths and center frequencies of the
bandpass filters are selected to be most sensitive to problem types that progress rapidly to failure.
For example, during this study it was determined that a band from 10 Hz to 200 Hz would
effectively detect elevated temperature for small fans and a broad band from 10 Hz to 2000 Hz
would be effective against loss of lubricant.
4.4 Special Considerati0n¢
In addition to the implementation and processing consideration described in Section
4.3, the following special factors must be examined in order to implement the VMS.
4.4.1
•These issues are addressed in Appendix B of this report.
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4.4.2 Radiation
Due to the high radiation levels in space, current MOS transistor technology is not
compatible with space applications. However, technology currently exists (e.g., CMOS transistors
with error correction) to radiation harden electronic components. Radiation hardening of sensors,
A/D devices, and signal processing electronics is warranted due to the crucial nature of these
components in the fault detection system.
4.4.3 Platform Constraints
The vibration monitoring system must be designed to accomodate advanced
spacecraft power, space, weight, and hardware requirements as well as maintain immunity to
potential temperature and pressure variations. The system itself must also have inherent long-term
reliability and maintainability and must provide for self-testing capability.
Power, space, and weight requirements are expected to be minimal since only
monitoring and signal processing functions are involved. The primary impact in this regard will be
provision for cable ways, connectors, and display system.
Immunity to temperature and pressure variations is likely to be more readily
achievable for the monitoring system than for the rotating machines themselves. A primary concern
is temperature sensitivity of the vibrator sensors and cables. These components should remain
reliable and have acceptable output under the most extreme temperature conditions anticipated.
4.4.4
Self-test capability can be achieved by using at least one sensing element as an active
device, transmitting a test signal, and monitoring other sensor outputs. The monitoring software
can also be configured with self-test capability by incorporating a variety of simulated sensor
outputs.
4.4.5
Future system upgrades should be implemented primarily as software changes and
secondarily as computer hardware changes. The requirement for future changes in vibration
sensing elements, A/D units, and data transmission cables are eliminated insofar as possible.
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5.0 SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A detailed feasibility study to investigate the application of vibration monitoring to
increased reliabiliity/maintainability of representative rotating machinery components of advanced
spacecraft was completed. The study consisted of three phases: a Conceptual Study, an
Application Study, and a Preliminary Monitoring System Design and Implementation Plan. A
summary of the results and conclusions for each phase of the study is given below.
5.1 Conceptual Study
Rotating components of the advanced spacecraft were identified, the selection of
fans and pumps as generic test items was justified, and a selection of specific fans and pumps was
made.
Over 200 documents were obtained and reviewed during the literature survey to
ascertain candidate concepts, vibration monitoring techniques, and fault / failure mode information
of the selected components.
A systematic study to define the highest potential vibration monitoring techniques
was conducted. The study included:
a) Definition and ranking of six specific vibration monitoring functions as :
protection against catastrophic failure, early detection of generic abnormalities,
assessment of severity, prediction of fault propagation and time to failure,
diagnosis of problem, and feedback control ;
b) The identification and ranking of important fault / failure mode for each test
component. Little practical information on realistic fault and failure modes was
obtained from the literature survey and the rotating component manufacturers.
Engineering evalutations resulted in several potential fault/failure modes to be
ranked and investigated;
c) The development and ranking of a list of thirteen candidate processing
techniques which had potential monitoring applications under study. The
candidate techniques are described in Section 2.2.
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A study was completed to define and develop methods of statistical analysis of small
sample experiments that were conducted during the Application Study. Methodologies were
developed which allowed valid performance comparisons of the candidate algorithms based upon
concise definitions of measures of success ( e.g. probability of detection, probability of false alarm,
and probability of correct classification).
An investigation was conducted to assess the effects of a mierogravity environment
on the performance of vibration monitoring techniques. Potential gravity effects included:
gravitiational preload on bearings induced by the rotor weight applied axially; nonlinearities in
bearing and/or foundataion stiffness which can result in slightly different spring constants with and
without a weight force applied, and the wetting, spreading and operating characteristics of bearing
lubricants. An experimental investigation was defined to address microgravity effects.
A theoretical investigation was conducted to assess the applicability of vibration
monitoring techniques to machines of the same type that differ in size, construction detail, and
operating characteristics. A dynamic model and a dimensional analysis involving the Strouhal
Number were employed during the investigation. A theoretical basis was developed to provide
quantitative guidance for selection and interpretation of monitoring techniques to be applied aeeross
a range of machines.
5.2 Application Study
A laboratory demonstrator was developed for the IFD components selected for
feasibility testing. A Master Test Plan was delivered to and approved by the NASA Technical
Monitor as Tracor Document T86-01-9511-U and was DRL No T-1951, Line Item - 5.
Both baseband and HFD data were taken simultaneously to allow statistically
significant comparisons between these processing techniques. The time series data for the
experiments were archived on analog tape and on 9-track digital tape. The test data were digitized
on a CSPI MAP 300 Array Processor at a sample rate of 8192 samples per second with a resolution
of 12 bits. Over 1200 vibration spectra were obtained and are resident in the VAX 11 / 750 NASA
database.
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Vibration analysis was demonstrated to be an effective means of early detection for a
majority of the problems associated with small, high speed machines. The more severe problem
types investigated (impeller fault, large imbalance, loss of bearing lubrication, bearing race faults,
and elevated inlet temperature) are detectable at very low values of PFA which would allow frequent
sampling of numerous machines. The use of reference baselines on individual machines was also
shown to significantly increase detectability. Tables 3.5 and 3.6 illustrated the problem types
investigated during the feasibility testing while Tables 3.7 and 3.8 describe the general test results
and analysis techniques employed.
The ranking of the diverse analysis algorithms was accomplished by utilizing the
values of PD at a fixed value of PFA of 0.1 as was shown in Table 3.9. The vibration technique
which has the most potential is the weighted sum of the baseband power spectrum. This technique
is generic in approach but can be systematically matched to individual problems. Other conclusions
that can be drawn are:
1) Processing of HFD was of marginal value for problem types other than bearing
race faults. A clustering algorithm to detect harmonics combined with HFD
during the analysis of the results of the fan outer race fault tests increased the
value of PD to 0.99 versus 0.90 for baseband analysis. Attempts to select
"optimum" bandpass center frequencies appeared to have little effect.
2) Cepstrum analysis provided no significant problem detection for the problem
types investigated in this study.
3) Likelihood ratio processing of the time series in the full analysis bandwidth
provided no significant increased detection capability over spectrum analysis.
This technique should be superior to most amplitude statistical processing
including kurtosis and peak detection.
An effective classification capability for some problem types was demonstrated even
though a primary focus of the study was problem detection. The classification capability was
pursued during the study since actual machinery monitoring applications requiring level of severity
assessment and time to failure predictions would require the correct fault to be diagnosed out of a
set of multiple faults possibilities. The classification processor that was developed utilized the
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weighted sums. It is important to note that the weighted sum processing is not specifically
designed for pattern classification and that further development of alternate algorithms could be
used to significantly improve classification performance. The classification analysis also
demonstrated the importance of identifying the most relavent and probable fault types as candidates
for classification processing.
The validity of applying a given monitoring technique to different machines was
demonstrated in the laboratory for two fans of the same type, but differing approximately by 51%
in mass. Imbalances were induced in each fan by attaching three different Strouhal-scaled metal
weights at length-scaled positions on the impeller hubs. Mean square response of an accelerometer
attached to the housing of the large fan was compared to predicitions incorporating theoretical
corrections for off-scale parameter values. Predictions agreed with measurements to within less
than 1 dB for the three imbalance conditions.
Gravitational effects on axial preload were observed by comparing response spectra
of the production-model TRW fan with the shaft axis horizontal and vertical. The production unit
used in the experiment did not have axial preload. The HFD acceleration levels measured with the
rotation axis horizontal exceeded those with the shaft vertical by approximately 30 dB. This result
was attributable to the stabilizing effect of preloading contributed by the rotor weight in a vertical
orientation. Shims added to provide a slight axial preload in order to achieve repeatability were
found to remove this observed gravity effect. The baseband results were relatively insensitive to
orientation with or without preload.
5.3 Preliminary_ Monitoring System I)esiLm and Implernentati'on Plan
A preliminary monitoring system and implementation plan was developed which
demonstrated the feasibility of an automated vibration monitoring system (VMS) onboard the
advanced spacecraft. System component design, incorporation of patterm detection/classification
techniques, data base management, and expert system utilization were described which will form
the basis of a final VMS. A system architecture and subsystem specifications were detailed.
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Important specific design features include:
1. Analog MUX to allow continuous analog monitoring and detailed computer
analyses at scheduled intervals of approximately 24 hours,
. Three level analysis with level zero--continuous monitoring of accelerometer
output power in selected bands, level one--periodic analysis of vibration spectra
to detect anomalies, and level two--detailed diagnosis of vibration power spectra
3. Processing of both baseband and high frequency demodulated data,
,
.
The primary method of detection and diagnosis of vibration data is a weighted
sum with weights derived to "optimally" detect specific problem types, and
Final processing and analysis with an expert system and database management
system to allow automatic generation of specific maintenance recommendations
and instructional aids.
5.4 Recommendations
During the course of the IFD FeasibiLity Study, several different areas were deemed
to require further investigation due to their importance to a final VMS onboard advanced spacecraft.
These areas will be discussed below along with their recommended future action items:
Standardization of Machines
It is recommended that a conceptual plan for standardization of rotating equipment
be developed and presented to key advanced spacecraft personnel. Obtaining an agreement in
principle for standardization of spacecraft rotating equipment would result in the enhanced
performance of an onboard fault detection system. It is also recommended that an engineering
study be undertaken to define the most probable machine group for incorporating the
standardization concept.
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Fault / Failure Modes
The proper def'miton of realistic fault and failure mode information for the advanced
spacecraft rotating components is a key area of future investigation. During the course of this
study, little information of practical importance was obtained from the component manufacturers or
the literature concerning failure modes. As described earlier, the final number of fault / failure
mode possibilities incorporated into a classification processor has a direct adverse impact on its
performance. It is recommended that realistic accelerated life testing of a standard group of
machines be investigated and that a failure mode set be obtained that will represent 99% of all
failures.
Testing of Realistic _Operation
The majority of the tests performed in the study incorporated the technique of
obtaining a set of baseline data from the test components, after which the faulted condition under
test was introduced. This method of fault introduction was necessary in the feasibility study.
However, in a realistic vibration monitoring system, a machine may operate in a baseline condition
for an extended peroid of time before a fault develops. An experimental program should be
performed that incorporates :
1. Selected realistic problem types,
2. Experiments designed for obtaining data from a realistic extended baseline,
which could include continuous operation over several months,
3. Development of non-intrusive, non-interrupting methods of introducing
faults,
4. Fault experiments repeated at least ten times, and
. Computation of PD, PFA for these experimental results and a comparison of
results with more efficient techniques for conducting experiments (e.g.
baseline samples each hour and the disassembly of machines to introduce
faults).
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In a area related to these experiments, it is also recommended that additional fault
implementation topics be investigated. A specific program would include:
1. Definitionofproblem types,
o Inlroduction of similar faults with slight variations ( e.g. alternate imbalance
locations, bearing spall characteristics, impeller chip characteristics, and
others), and
3. Characterization of the detection algorithms' sensitivities to the fault
implerncntationprocedureand variations
Automated Machinery_ Dia_osfi¢,S
The results of the application testing clearly indicated that the analysis technique
based on weighted sums of the baseband power spectrum possessed the highest performance
potential. This technique should be further developed and applied to a variety of evaluation data
sets ( sets of data from which the algorithm was not specifically derived ). It is recommended that a
program be performed that includes:
. Continued development Of the weighted sum approach through the
investigation of normalized spectrum, both unit area and noise spectral
equalization,
2. Collection of data for training algorithms ( data sets that are used to develop
the algorithms ) and separate data for evaluation, and
3. Demonstration of the performance of the diagnostic techniques.
Advanced Tools for Vibration Power Spectra
In order to enhance an onboard VMS, continued parallel efforts in the development
of advanced algorithms and techniques should be performed. As discussed previously, the
weighted sums approach performs well in fault detection but is not specifically designed for pattern
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classification. Further investigation and development of algorithms based on the joint distribution
of frequency cells for baseline and faulted data could be used to improve classification
performance. It is recommended that the following areas be investigated:
1. Jump detection algorithms and other temporal pattern recognition algorithms
2. Bayesian classification,
3. Replica correlation, and
4. Computer recognition of patterns not discemable by visual inspection
(ratio of tones, simultaneous increases and decreases, and others).
Alternate Data Types
Several data types possess performance potential for satisfying the six vibration
monitoring functions. Both baseband and HFD data types were examined during this feasibility
study. It is recommended that investigations of the following alternate data types be undertaken:
1. Intensity Analysis,
2. Bispectrum,
3. Process Modeling, and
4. Likelihood ratio processing with training and evaluation data sets.
Micro_m-avity Effects
The observed gravity effect on bearing preload warrants a more extensive theoretical
investigation. It is recommended that this additional investigation be directed toward quantifying
the performance of vibration monitoring techniques on machines designed for operation in a
microgravity environment. Upon completion of the theoretical investigation, a Space Shuttle
in-flight test can be designed to validate the performance of selected vibration monitoring
techniques in a microgravity environment. A preliminary definition of such an in-flight experiment
was developed in the Conceptual Study phase of the effort.
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Dimensional Analysi_
It is recommended that the analysis of sensitivity to off-scale parameters be extended
to include other types of off-scale conditions. The recommended effort will determine the limits
within which the approach is applicable when laboratory test units cannot be precisely
Strouhal-scaled. Scaling effects already present due to size, construction and speed differences in
candidate machines for advanced spacecraft service should be examined to determine whether
refinements to current vibration monitoring techniques are required. It is further recommended that
the approach be applied to fault types other than imbalance and measurement types other than
mean-square acceleration response at the fundamental rotational frequency.
Expert System
Current expert system implementations for vibration analyses are based on
traditional signature analysis, with specific vibration features assumed to be created by specific
machinery faults. The weighted sum techniques developed during this study provide processor
outputs that indicate problem types. Therefore, a Bayesian estimation approach might be
effectively combined with the processor outputs to estimate the most likely problem types and the
relative confidence in the diagnosis. Also, the expert system should be extended to provide an
assessment of time to failure by combining detailed diagnosis with trend prediction. In summary,
the recommended "expert system" development would consist of a hybrid of traditional procedural
language processing (Bayesian estimation, trend detection, and others) combined with a rule based
data driven system to incorporate operational situation factors such as spare parts, crew schedule,
surrounding machinery status, and other problem context information.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
A theoretical investigation and supporting laboratory tests were
conducted to assess potential microgravity effects on the performance of vibration
monitoring techniques. Potential microgravity effects include:
. Gravitational preload on bearings induced by the rotor weight
force applied axially. A secondary critical speed at twice the
shaft rate, caused by the gravity-induced tangential component
of angular acceleration associated with rotor imbalance for a
horizontal rotation axis (Ref. 1).
. A flat-shaft secondary critical speed at twice the shaft rate,
caused by asymmetrical bending stiffness of a horizontal shaft
(Refs. 1 & 2).
. Non-linearties in bearing and/or foundation stiffness which can
result in different spring constants with and without a weight
force applied.
4. Gravitational effects on wetting, spreading and operating
characteristics of bearing lubricants (Refs. 3 & 4).
Potential gravity-induced critical speed effects were examined
theoretically for the TRW fan selected as a test unit and found to be negligible (Section
2.0). This conclusion was also confirmed experimentally, as discussed in Section 3.0.
Gravitational preload effects were investigated experimentally and found to be
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significant, as discussed in Section 3.0. Examination of the effects non-linearities on
bearing and mount stiffness and consideration of gravitational effects on wetting,
spreading and operating characteristics of bearing lubricants were beyond the scope
of the effort.
Conclusions and recommendations are presented in Section 4.0.
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2.0 GRAVITY-INDUCED CRITICAL SPEED EFFECTS
The frequency of the primary critical speed due to rotor bending is
potentially important in connection with microgravity effects because a gravity can
induce a secondary critical speed at one half the primary critical frequency when the
shaft is horizontal. This secondary critical speed is absent when the shaft is vertical or
in a microgravity environment. The rotor of the TRW fan used as a laboratory
demonstration unit was subjected to a detailed bending analysis in order to estimate its
primary critical frequency. The predicted primary critical frequency was found to be
18.5 kHz, well above the 200 Hz fundamental rotational frequency. This theoretical
result includes the effect of impeller gyroscopic torque which provides added stiffening.
A lower limiting value of 5.8 kHz for the primary critical speed was estimated by
omitting gyroscopic stiffening from the analysis. The implication is that a secondary
critical speed induced by gravity would be at a minimum frequency of
5.8kHz/2=2.9kHz, which is still well above the 200 Hz fundamental.
Even though the unit is designed to operate well below its primary critical
speed, it may be that one of the higher-order harmonics of the fundamental is located
at or near the secondary critical speed. An order-of-magnitude estimate for the
amplitude of disturbing force at the secondary-critical speed was made as described
in Reference 1. Imbalance causes the rotor center of mass G to be offset from the
rotation axis B by an eccentricity e, as shown in Figure 2.1. If the shaft is horizontal,
rotor weight W exerts a torque We sin_t. This torque accelerates the rotor during half
of its period and retards its motion during the other half.
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Figure 2.1
Secondary Critical Speed Caused by Unbalance and Gravity
The rotor has a moment of inertia
I = mp2
where m is the mass and p is the radius of gyration.
due to the gravity-induced torque is therefore
o_ = We sino)t
mp2
Point G has a tangential component of acceleration
aGt = eo¢ = We 2 sin0_t
mp2
(1)
The shaft angular acceleration
(2)
(3)
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which corresponds to an effective force acting on G of
maGt = We 2 sino)t
p2
The vertical component of this force is
maGtsin(ot
(4)
= We 2 sirl20)t (5)
p2
= constant - We 2 COS200t
2p 2
The time varying part has frequency 2_, i.e., twice the shaft rotational frequency, and
amplitude We 2 / 2p 2.
If the shaft is running at half its primary critical speed, the excitation
described by Equation (5) occurs exactly at the primary critical frequency. This can
excite a vibration whose level depends upon the damping present and the magnitude
of the excitation.
The ratio of the secondary-critical excitation amplitude, We 2 / 2p2, to the
excitation amplitude mo}2e at the primary critical is
We 2 g e 2
- (_)
2p 2 mo}2 e 2 (o2 e
(6)
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For the TRW fan impeller with an imbalance mass attached;
These correspond to
e = 0.0053 in (7)
p = 0.5854 in (8)
o} = (2=) 200 Hz (9)
g
22e
e 2 O.6(_) =2x_
(10)
i.e., excitation due to the gravity-induced effect is six orders of magnitude below that at
the primary critical. The induced eccentricity of e - 0.0053, is five to ten times the
level normally encountered and therefore represents a severely imbalance rotor.
This theoretical result implies that secondary critical speed effects
induced by gravity are negligible for small high-speed fans.
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3.0 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF GRAVITY EFFECTS
The TRW fan with a severely imbalanced impeller was operated with the
rotation axis horizontal and vertical in order to detect any effect caused by a
gravity-induced tangential component of angular acceleration, but no discernable
effect was identified. This observation confirms the theoretical prediction described in
Section 2.0.
Gravitational effects on axial preload were observed by comparing
response spectra with the shaft axis horizontal and vertical. The production-model
TRW fan used in the experiment has no axial preload. The HFD acceleration levels
measured with the rotation axis horizontal exceeded those with the shaft vertical by
about 30 dB. This result is attributable to the stabilizing effect of preloading contributed
by the rotor weight in a vertical orientation. Shims added to provide a slight axial
preload to achieve repeatability were found to remove this observed gravity effect. The
baseband results were relatively insensitive to orientation with or without preload.
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusions are that
Gravity effects on preload are critical to the performance of
vibration monitoring techniques, and
Other gravity effects could become important, depending upon
machine design, operating characteristics and mounting.
It is recommended that the effects of gravitational preload on vibration
monitoring system (VMS) performance be quantified theoretically and correlated with
more extensive measurements. Machine design features, (e.g., hydrostatic, sleeve &
rolling element bearing designs), operating characteristics and mounting conditions
should be examined theoretically and experimentally to assess potential gravity effects
on VMS performance.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Machinery vibration monitoring typically requires application of a
particular fault detection technique to different machines of the same basic type that
differ in size, construction detail, mount characteristics and operating speed. It is
natural to ask if theory, validated by laboratory tests, can provide quantitative guidance
for selection and interpretation of vibration monitoring techniques intended for
application to such a group of dissimilar machines.
A valid assessment of vibration monitoring techniques requires
investigation of enough baseline and faulted cases to support statistical comparisons.
However, it is generally neither possible nor cost effective to obtain enough samples
for statistically meaningful comparisons using actual machines, under controlled
conditions. The following questions arise:
• Can valid conclusions about the applicability of vibration
monitoring techniques to actual machines be derived from
laboratory tests performed with scale models?
• What are the effects of size, construction differences and
operating speed?
• What scaling laws apply?
• What parameters must be scaled?
• Can valid corrections for off-scale conditions be developed?
Successful resolution of these issues for a given fault type makes
possible the approach shown in Figure 1.
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SMALL
MACHINE H HO-H HFAULT OBSERVED APPLY& RESPONSEFOR SCALINGTEST OFF-_3ALE LAWSCONDITIONS PREDICTEDRESPONSE OFFAULTEDLARGE MACHINE
Figure 1
Approach for Predicting Response of Faulted Large Machine
Imbalance in a fan impeller was selected as an important, but readily
implemented fault type to demonstrate the validity of applying a specific monitoring
technique, amplitude change at the fundamental rotational frequency, to two fans of
similar construction but differing by about 51% in mass. The laboratory test units are
described in Section 2.0.
Two complementary analyses were performed to address the questions
outlined above; a dynamic modeling analysis representing the specific fault type and a
dimensional analysis incorporating the dynamic similarity requirement that ratios of
dominant forces be the same for the actual machine and the laboratory model. These
analyses are presented in Sections 3.0 and 4.0.
The method used to develop a correction for off-scale conditions is
outlined in Section 5.0. Results, conclusions and recommendations for future work are
presented in Section 6.0.
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2.0 LABORATORY DEMONSTRATION UNITS
The two fans selected as laboratory demonstration units approximately
satisfy scaling criteria, developed in Section 4.0, which relate size, weight and
operating speed according to
and
Speed ~ (Size) -1,
Weight ~ (Size) 3
(I)
(2)
The large and small demonstration units were ETRI Models 113XN and 126LF
respectively (Figure 2). The small fan is similar in construction to the large fan, but not
an exact replica. Nominal performance data supplied by the manufacturer are given in
Table 1, taken from Reference 1.
Table 1
Nominal Performance of Demonstration Units
Model Number Volt. Freq.
(V) (Hz)
LarooF_
113XN-0182
126LF-0182
115 50160
115 50/60
Speed
(RPM)
285013300
270013200
Maximum Del.
Power Line
Input Current
(warts) (MA)
12111 1651135
10/8 130/100
Locked
Rotor
Current
(MA)
Weight
Kg. Oz.
270/220 0.615 21.6
Free Air
Performance
(CFM)
45/53
170/140 0.400 14.0 28/32
Internal construction representative of both fans is shown schematically in
Figure 3. A one eighth inch diameter steel shaft carrying the rotor is cantilevered off
the housing of each fan. Preload is achieved by identical spring and spacer
assemblies (not shown) installed between the bearings. R H and C denote centers of
mass of the rotor, housing and assembled fan, respectively. I is the location of an
imbalance mass added to simulate the fault. A is the accelerometer location.
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Laboratory Demonstration Units
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Figure 3
Schematic Showing Internal Construction of Demonstration Units
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Both fans were equipped with identical sets of ABEC-3 double-shielded
ball bearings. Nominal bearing parameters are shown in Figure 4.
L
D = 0.0620"
ro - 0.0341"
ri -- 0.0341"
D i - 0.1250"
d i - 0.1560"
d m --- 0.2180"
d o - 0.2800"
Do --- 0.3115"
Pd = 0
Number of Balls = 6
Figure 4
Nominal Bearing Parameters
The fans were mounted on a cruciform arrangement of three-sixteenths
inch I.D. surgical tubing (Figure 5). Shafts were horizontal. The tubing was attached to
stiff wire brackets extending from the corners of the fan housing. This arrangement
was chosen to provide a low mount resonance in vertical oscillation (~ 2 Hz) as
compared with the fundamental shaft rotation frequency (50-60 Hz). Torsional
restoring torque is provided by deflection of the mounts when the fan housing
experiences a small angular deflection _H about a transverse horizontal axis. Mount
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vertical and torsional stiffness are scaled by adjusting the initial unstretched tubing
lengths.
+
Side View
Tension
Provides
Restoring
Torque
68-1/2"
q_
I_.,, 68 1/2" _'J
Static
Displacement
End View
Figure 5
Mount Geometry
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A dynamic model is required to quantify the input/output mechanics
associated with a specific fault type. For an imbalanced rotor, the relevant parameters
are inertial properties of the rotating and non-rotating components, mount and bearing
stiffnesses, the imbalance mass and its location. Once validated by laboratory tests,
the dynamic model facilitates quantitative corrections for parameter differences
between machines.
A free-body diagram of the assembled fan is shown in Figure 6. The
model incorporates three degrees of freedom; vertical housing translation YH, housing
I
I
I
I
rotation _H about a transverse horizontal axis, and rotor rotation _R about a horizontal
transverse axis. Rotation about a vertical transverse axis is ignored because it is
decoupled from the three degrees of freedom described above and produces no
accelerometer response at the selected location A. Mount vertical restoring force kvY C
acts through the point C, which denotes the axial location of the assembled fan's
center of mass.
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kT_ H
kvYc
r[
D
Figure 6
Free Body Diagram of Assembled Fan
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The housing free-body diagram is shown in Figure 7. The rotor transmits
a vertical component F R and couple T R = kR (_R _H) about a transverse horizontal
axis. F R and T R are applied to the housing at the base B of the shaft. Torsional
stiffness k R is a lumped parameter representing the combined effects of bearing
support shaft flexure, bearing stiffness associated with Hertzian stresses at the
ball-raceway contact points, and any additional flexure associated with relative angular
displacement between the rotor and the housing.
FR
Figure 7
Housing Free-Body Diagram
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Housing vertical translation YH and housing angular deflection _H about a
transverse horizontal axis through H are governed by
and
mH'Y'H + kv yC - F R =0
ITH _H + kT _H "TR ÷ kv YC (Lc - LH) + F R LH = 0
(3)
(4)
The rotor free body diagram is shown in Figure 8. The gyroscopic couple
IpRo)t)_" R is proportional to both the rotor rotation rate co and the rotor whirl rate
(References 2 & 3). IpR is the rotor polar moment of inertia. The whirl angle _t is
related to the rotor vertical and horizontal angular deflections YR and OR as shown in
Figure 9. The z axis is horizontal and corresponds to zero angular deflection of the
rotor. The x axis is a transverse horizontal axis and the Y axis is vertical.
The gyroscopic couple provides added stiffness when _ has the same
sign as co, i.e., for a forward whirl, and reduced stiffness for a reverse whirl (Ref. 2, p.
258). The whirl rate _ is equal to cofor forced motion due to an imbalanced rotor, but
must be left independent when solving for the system natural frequencies.
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Rotor Free-Body Diagram
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Geometry Defining Rotor Whirl Angle
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Rotor vertical translation YR and rotor angular deflection _R about a
transverse horizontal axis through R are governed by
and
mR _/R + FR + ml Yl = 0
ITR _i/R+ IpR o_ R + T R - FR LR + m I _'i(Li - LR) - 0
(5)
(6)
Kinematical constraints relating the rotor center of mass vertical
displacement YR, the imbalance mass vertical displacement Yl and the vertical mount
displacement YC of the restoring force application point are apparent from the geometry
in a plane normal to the rotation axis (Figure 10). These constraints (valid for small
angles) are
t
Yc YH
Y I
r! sin cotr! cot
R D
B
C
LcYH
L HUH
LI_ R YI
Ifl
x
Figure 10
Geometry In A Plane Normal To The Rotation Axis
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YR = YH" LH _H + LR _R
Yl = YH" LH _H + LI _R + rl sinmt
YC = YH + (L'c" LH) _H
(7)
(8)
(9)
Equations (3) - (9) reduce to the three degree of freedom system
represented in matrix form as equation (10). Extensive inertial and stiffness coupling
exists for the selected displacement coordinates. The imbalance terms appear as
sinusoidal forcing functions.
m
(mH+ m R+ m I )
-(mR+ m I) L H
(m R L R+ m ILI)
kv
kv (L C - LH )
O
-(mR+ ml ) LH
2
[ITH+ (mR+ m I ) L HI
-(mRLR+ m I LI) LH
(mR LR + m I L I)
-(mRLR+ mlLI)LH
[ITR+ m R L_ +
m
kv (L C- LH) O
[k v(LC- LH )2 k_u+ k R] -k R
-kR (kR+ IpR o)t))
i
u
YH
YH
,vR
m
YH
o.
YH
i
i
-- 2
m I r I [0 sinmt
2
- m I r l m LH sin_
2
mlrlO_ L I sin_t
(10)
The three critical whirl frequencies _)i, i = 1,2,3 are found by solving the
homogeneous system
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MX + K(_)X = 0 (11)
where M and K(_) represent the mass and stiffness matrices displayed in equation (10)
and
X
m m
X
1
x 2
m
YH
= _H
_R
m
(12)
Frequency dependence in the stiffness matrix caused by the gyroscopic coupling is
indicated explicitly by the notation K(_). The eigenvectors have the form
X. = X sin(_ t +(_i ) =i Mi i
and the modal matrix is
x Mli
x M2i
X M3i
sin (1)it + (_i) (13)
X M
m
x
Mll
X M21
X M31
x
M12
X M22
X M32
x
M13
X M23
x M33
(14)
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The eigenvalue problem,
[ -M1)2 + K(_) ] XMi = 0 (15)
leads to the characteristic equation
I- M_2 + K(_)I = 0 (16)
which is sixth order in the whirl frequency _ but linear in the rotor frequency co.
Parameters used in the critical whirl frequency computations are listed in
Table 2. Laboratory measurements were made to determine mH, mR, ml, LH, LR, LI, LC,
ITH, ITR and IpR. The mount vertical and torsional stiffnesses, kV and kT were adjusted
to the values shown, as discussed in Section 4.0.
The rotor shaft/bearing stiffness k R was not directly measurable with
available laboratory equipment. An upper limiting value of 873 in Ibf was derived
based on bending of the cantilevered rotor support shaft. Additional flexibility
introduced within the bearings and by rotor/bearing assembly details will significantly
reduce kR, but an extensive theoretical approach to determine these corrections was
beyond the scope of the effort. Values of kR for the large and small fans were
determined empirically by performing response tests with the respective large
imbalance weights attached and adjusting kR for each fan to fit observed response at
the respective operating frequencies. The values for k R listed in Table 2 are well
below the theoretical upper limit, as expected.
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Table 2
Parameters Selected to Characterize
Demonstration Units
Parameter
Housing mass
Rotor mass
Imbalancemass
Large
Medum
Small
Vertical mount stiffness
Torsional mount stiffness
Rotor ShaWBearing Stiffness
Housing Center of Mass Location
Rotor Center of Mass Loca_on
Imbalance Mass Axial Location
Imbalance Mass Radial Location
Fan Center of Mass Location
ForLarge Imbalance
ForMedium Imbalance
ForSmall Imbalance
Accelerometer Axial Location
Housing Transverse Moment
of Inertia
Rotor Transverse Moment
of Inertia
Rotor Polar Moment of Inertia
Rotor Frequency
Symbol
m H
m R
m I
k V
k T
k R
L H
L R
L I
R I
L C
L A
I-n.t
ITR
IpR
O!
Units
Ibm
Ibm
Ibm
Ibf in-1
Ibf in
Ibf in
in
in
in
in
in
in
Ibf in se¢2
Ibf in sec 2
Ibf In SOC2
Hz
Large Fan
1.1332
0.1961
-3
5.1191 x 10
-3
3.0777 x 10
2.0415 x 10"3
0.5047
2.2981 x 101
4.817 x 10 1
0.2576
0.5029
1.1200
0.8615
0.2999
0.2986
0.2980
0.4126
3.1462 x 10 _
1.8458 x 10 -4
2.5219 x 10-4
52.5
Value
Small Fan
0.7420
0.1295
-3
3.3819 x lO
2.0327 X 103
1.3492 x 10 -3
0.4396
8.3824
2.954 X 101
0.2906
0.5756
1.1460
0.7505
0.3371
0.3359
0.3352
0.4096
-3
1.7572 X 10
9.6247 X 10 -5
-4
1.2541 X 10
60.0
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Equation (16) was solved by developing a modified version of the
classical iteration method described in Reference 4. The resulting critical whirl
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frequencies for the large fan with large imbalance mass, are shown in Figure 11.
Critical whirl frequency plots for the small fan and for the medium and small imbalance
cases are similar. The critical whirl frequency plot also contains the line _) = co (i.e.,
whirl frequency -- rotor frequency) along which the fan must operate when forced by an
imbalanced rotor.
The mount resonances at 2 Hz and 13 Hz are associated with vertical
bouncing and torsional motion about a transverse horizontal axis respectively. The
third, higher-frequency resonance is associated with relative angular displacement
between the rotor and the housing. Gyroscopic stiffening causes all of the critical whirl
frequencies to increase with rotor frequency. This effect is especially pronounced for
the high-frequency resonance.
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I CRITICAL WHIRL FREQUENCIES
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Figure 11
Critical Whirl Frequencies for Large Fan with Large Imbalance
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Gyroscopic stiffening introduces modal coupling. Therefore, the forced response must
be obtained by direct inversion of the system equation. Equation (10) is written
where
and
MX + K(v) X-Q (17)
O = C sino)t (18)
C
m
m 2
m I rio)
2
- m I rio) L H
2
ml rio) LI
(19)
The forced response is
where
X = B sino)t
B = [-o)2M + K]"1 C
(20)
(21)
The acceleration component normal to the housing wall at point A (Figure 6) is
aA ='y'H - LA_ H
a A = -o)2 (B 1 - LA B2) sino)t
(22)
(23)
Mean square accelerometer response in dB re 10-6g is given by
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< o_A > = 20 log
dB re ling
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j10 _/_ x 106g
and plotted vs. rotor frequency in Figures 12 and 13 for the large and small fans
respectively with large imbalance. The null at about 17-18 Hz occurs because the
numerator of equation (24) vanishes. Its location depends upon the mounting location
selected for the accelerometer.
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Figure 12
Accelerometer Response for Large Fan with Large Imbalance
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I ACCELEROMETERRESPONSE
I SMALL FAN, LARGE IMBALANCE
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Figure 13
Accelerometer Response for Small Fan with Large Imbalance
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4.0 DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS
I
I
I
Dynamic similarity of machine vibrational response to an induced fault
requires that the ratio of vibratory forces (proportional to mass x length x frequency
squared; MLF 2) to inertial reactions (proportional to mass x length / time squared;
MLT 2) be the same for the small fan as for the large fan. This requires equivalence of
the Strouhal Number, (LFN), where V represents velocity. (Reference 5-8).
I
I
I
I
Strouhal Number equivalence was achieved by scaling the operating
frequency of the small fan up by the same factor with which size is scaled down. Thus,
velocities of rotating components at geometrically similar points in the large and small
machines are ideally the same.
The types of parameters incorporated into the dynamic model are listed in
Table 3 along with their scaling properties as derived from dimensional analysis.
Subscripts L and S denote large and small.
I Table 3
i Dynamic Model Parameters & Scaling Laws
.P_AJ_ME_T.EB SYMBOL
I Characteristic Length L LL/L S =
Frequency f fL/f S =
I Velocity V VL/V S =
Acceleration A ALIA S =
Force F FL/F S =
I Mass M ML/M S =
Linear Spring Stiffness k kL/kS =
Torsional Stiffness kTO R kTORL/kTOR S =
I I IL/IS =Moment of Inertia
Quality Factor, Coulomb Damping QC QcL/Qcs =
i Quality Factor, Viscous Damping QV QVL/Qvs =
s
S-1
1
S-1
S2
S3
S
S3
S5
1
S
C-24
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Quality factors for Coulomb and viscous damping are included in Table 3
for reference, although damping was not included in the dynamic model. It is known
that viscous damping does not scale correctly (i.e., QVL would have to equal Qvs for
correct scaling). Therefore, any viscous shear effects present in the small fan are too
large by a factor for s. However, Viscous effects are not considered important for
machines having rolling element bearings operated without slipping and working fluids
with sufficiently high Reynolds Numbers (characterized by negligible boundary layer
effects).
Frequency scaling requires (Ref. 8) that spectrum levels be corrected
according to
(Spectrum Level in dB)L = 10 Ioglo s + (Spectrum Level in dB)s (25)
A spectrum level correction ASL is therefore defined as
ASL = 10 loglo s (26)
Since rotor mass is critical to imbalance response, but the rotors could not
be readily altered without inducing spurious imbalances, the length scale s was
defined so as to make the existing rotor masses scale exactly, ie., s =
(mRotor,L/mRotor, S) 1/3 = 1.1482. Prototype housing mass was adjusted slightly to
achieve nearly exact scaling, proportional to s3. The transverse moment of inertia of
the housings and rotors and the polar moments of inertia of the rotors all satisfied the
s5 scaling requirements to within a few percent for the fans selected.
C -25
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I
I Speeds were scaled by adjusting input line frequency. Mount vertical
stiffness was scaled by using different unstretched lengths of tubing for the large and
I small fans. Mount torsional stiffness k_, for rotation about a horizontal axis normal to
the rotation axis, could not be correctly scaled without over stressing the tubing
I material. As a result, mount torsional stiffness for the small fan was too low by about
i 45%. This was not expected to present a problem because the fans operate well
above speeds that would excite mount resonances.
I Small, medium and large rotor imbalances were simulated by gluing
i precisely scaled metal weights at length-scaled positions on each rotor (Figure 14)
I
,
|/'//////////_
F
LARGEROTOR //
I
I
I
I
mi = 0.926 g
= 1.396 g
= 2.322 g
"SMALL"
"MEDIUM"
"LARGE"
V//////////_
_////,,'////////_/_ 0.7505" = rI
/
/
/
J
SMALL ROTOR
m[ = 0.612 g
= 0.922 g
= 1.534 g
Figure 14
Imbalance Fault Scaling
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5.0 CORRECTION FOR OFF-SCALE CONDITIONS
The method used to develop a correction for off-scale conditions is shown
in Figure 15. Parameter sets characterizing the large and small fans are determined
from manufacturer's data, direct parameter measurements and parameter identification
methods as described in Section 3.0. The scaling laws developed in Section 4.0 are
applied to the large-fan parameter set to obtain a scaled-fan parameter set.
Comparing response predictions made using the scale-fan and small fan paramter
sets provides a correction for off-scale conditions.
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A scale-fan parameter set derived by applying the scaling laws (Table 3)
to the large-fan parameters (Table 2) is shown in Table 4.
Table 4
Scale-Fan Paramater Set
LARGE-FAN
PARAMETERS
M H
M R
M I
k V =
k =T
k =R
L H =
L R =
L I =
R =
I
k c =
LA =
ITH =
ITR =
IpR =
=
1.1332 lbm
0.1961 1bin
5.1191 x 10 lbm (largeimb.)
3.0777 x 10 lbm (mediumimb.)
2.0415 x 10 l bm (smallimb.)
0.5047 lbf in1
2.2981 x 101 lbf in
4.817x 101 lbfin
0.2576 in
0.5029 in
1.1200 in
0.8615 in
0.2999 in (forlarge imb.)
0.2986 in (formediumimb.)
0.2980 in (forsmallimb.)
0.4126 in
3.1462 x 10"3lbf in sec2
1.8458 x 10.4 lbf insec2
2.5219 x 10.4 lbf insec2
52.5 Hz
SCALING LAW
($ = 1.1482)
-3
s
-3
s
-3
s
-3
s
-3
s
.I
s
-3
s
-3
s
-I
s
-I
s
.I
s
-I
s
-I
s
-I
s
-I
s
-5
s
-5
s
-5
s
SCALE.FAN
PARAMETERS
0.7485 lbm
0.1295 lbm
3.3814 x 10"31bm
-3
2.0330 x 10 lbm
1.3485 x 10-31bm
0.4395 lbf in'l
1.5180 x 101 lbf in
3.182 x 101 lbf in
0.2243 in
0.4380 in
0.9754 in
0.7505 in
0.2612 in
0.2601 in
0.2595 in
0.3593 in
1.5762 x 10-31bf insec2
9.2474 x 10"51bfinsec2
12635 x 10.41bf insec2
60 Hz
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I
The scaling laws developed in Section 4.0 require application of a
spectrum level correction, ASL - 10 Mogl0S, as well as a correction due to the scaling
relationship for acceleration (Table 3),
aAL/aAs = S1 (27)
Equation (27) implies the following relationship for mean
expressed in dB,
square acceleration
<a2AL>dB re 1 lug = <a2AS>dB re 1 pg "20 IOgl0S (28)
An acceleration scale correction is defined as
I
I
I
I
I
I
&AS = -20 Iogl0s (29)
Figure 16 compares predicted accelerometer response for large
imbalance based on the scale-fan parameter set to predicted response for large
imbalance based on the small-fan parameter set. The difference, AOS, defined as
A
(30)
E d F o-12 2OS = aA> - aA>dB re liJ. dB re llJ.
SCALE FAN SMALL FAN
is plotted in Figure 17. Figure 18 :shows detailed values of &OS near the 60 Hz
operating frequency of the small fan. The quantity _OS is the level in dB re 1 I_g that
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must be added to the small-fan response in order to obtain scale-fan response. The
correction for off-scale conditions is virtually independent of imbalance mass, provided
Mj is small compared to rotor mass M R and housing mass MH (Equations 10,19,21 and
24). Therefore, the same correction, AOS, can be applied for all three imbalance
conditions.
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ACCELEROMETER RESPONSE
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Figure 16
Accelerometer Response Comparison
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CORRECTION FOR OFF-SCALE CONDITIONS
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Figure 17
Correction for Off-Scale Conditions
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CORRECTION FOR OFF-SCALE CONDITIONS
i NEAR OPERATING FREQUENCY
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Figure 18
i Correction for Off-Scale Conditions EvaluatedNear 60 Hz Operating Frequency
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The total scaling-law correction is
ASCALING ASL + AAS
10 IogloS -20 IogloS
(31)
I
I
Predicted large-fan response is given by
I E2 Ji aA >dB relll
PREDICTED FOR
LARGE FANI
= -10 Ioglo (1.1482)
= -0.600 dB
(32)
E J2a A > + z_OS + L_SCALINGdB rel_
OBSERVED
FOR SMALL FAN
I
I
I
I
I
A correction for operating speed variations is defined as
A ia > a > (33)Sv A dB rell_ dB rell_
SMALL FAN SMALL FAN
WITH SPEED
VARIATION
The second term in Equation (33) represents dynamic model output
corresponding to the small-fan parameter set with rotor frequency co adjusted to
I
I
I
correspond to a given shift in operating speed. Figures 19 and 20 show ASV for a full
frequency range and near the 60 Hz operating frequency respectively. The correction
for speed variation is also independent of imbalance mass, provided Mj is small
compared to M R and M H. When speed variation is present in the small-fan test unit,
I C-35
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I CORRECTION FOR SPEED VARIATION
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Figure 19
Correction for Speed Variation
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I CORRECTIONFOR SPEED VARIATION
I NEAR OPERATIN6 FREQUENCY
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Correction for Speed Variation Near 60 Hz
I Operating Frequency
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Equation (32) is replaced by
E 2
a A
dB re 1li
PREDICTEDFOR
LARGEFAN
2A >dB re 111
C-38
+ A +
OS
OBSERVED
FOR SMALL FAN
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SV
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6.0 RESULTS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1-6.3.
Results, conclusions, and recommendations are presented in Sections
6.1 Results
The overall approach is validated by comparing actual and predicted
response of the large fan, as shown in Figure 21.
SMALLFAN_=_ FAULTTEsT&
LARGEFANJ"_ FAULTTEsT&
APPLY
SCALING
LAWS
PREDICTEI_
RESPONSEL_ h
OFU_GEI-_
FANJ
_ MEASURED
RESPONSE
OF_
FAN
COMPARE
TO
VALIDATE
APPROACH
Figure 21
Method to Validate Overall Approach
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Predicted large-fan response from Equation (32) is compared with measured large-fan
response for large, medium and small imbalances in Table 5.
Table 5
Predicted vs. Measured Mean-Square Accelerometer
Response for Large Fan
I
I
I
I
I
L_ _an_
Imbalance
F_d_ Im_an_
Memlred
Sm,I Fin
hSl_N
(derolpll)
123.6
118,0
115.1
85.0
Off-Stile
Correction
(dB)
.3.62
-3.62
-3.62
-3.62
Me.rod
Sm,qhn Ik.pm_
PluoOff.Scale
Cort_l_
(dBm1_f)
119.38
114.38
112.(W
81,38
Scallng-Lnw
Correction
(dB)
.0_6
-0iS
-0.6
Predlc_l
largeFan
Response
(dS.l_g)
119.38
113.78
111.48
80.78
Measured
LargeFanResponse
(dBre1 pg)
119.0
113.6
110.5
86.4
Measured
illnusPredlcWd
IJrgeFMResponse
(dB)
-0.38
-0.18
.0.98
5.62
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Predicted mean square acceleromter response levels for the large fan
agree with measurements to within 1riB for all three imbalance conditions, thus
validating the overall approach for the selected fault type.
6.2
Conclusions are that
Techniques designed to detect rotor imbalance by responding
to a change in mean square acceleration level at the
fundamental can be validated using a Strouhal-scaled
machine, provided critical dynamic parameters are correctly
scaled; and
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Corrections for differences in construction details, mount
characteristics and operating speeds can be made using a
validated dynamic model that adequately represents the
specific fault type.
6.3 Recommendations
Recommendations are to:
Extend the analysis of off-scale conditions to include other
types of off-scale effects as well as more severe off-scale
conditions. This will determine the maximum extent to which
the approach is applicable when laboratory test units can not
be precisely Stouhal-scaled.
Investigate scaling effects already present due to size and
configuration differences in existing machines. This will
determine whether refinements to current vibration monitoring
techniques may be required because of differences in size,
construction details, operating speed and mounting.
Extend the approach to fault types other than imbalance.
Bearing-related faults are of primary importance.
• Extend the approach to measurement types other than mean
square acceleration response at the fundamental rotor
frequency; for example, mean square acceleration at places in
the spectrum associated with different faults.
• Examine sensor placement effects.
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APPENDIX D
VIBRATION ANALYSIS OF LABORATORY DATA
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Experimental results of the feasibility testing are illustrated within this
appendix. Tests performed on the IFD components are listed in Tables D-1 and D-2.
The experimental results form the basis of the general Application Study results which
were shown in Tables 3.7 and 3.8. Brief test descriptions are provided, followed by
plots showing results which include experimental means and standard deviations,
detection weights, baseline data and faulted data. Individual sections of the appendix
then present the optimum signature analysis detection results for both baseband and
HFD analysis.
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2.0 NOMENCLATURE
A description of the nomenclature seen on the plots is given below:
. Machine Spec : F0xxxxxxxxx -- Tracor's identification for the
machine being tested, whether the data is baseband (B) or
high frequency demodulation (H), and the analysis bandwidth
employed.
2. Refit -- Naval terminology for a set of vibration readings
obtained at a given time within a given experiment.
. Raw -- Vibration data as was taken in the lab and which has
not been corrected for speed variations which can occur
between refits.
. fRf -- Abbreviation for Tracor's Fundamental Rotational
Frequency normalization algorithm which lines up all speed
related tones.
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TracorAladiedSciences
3.0 CHARACTERISTIC FREQUENCIES
below:
The key characteristic frequencies of the IFD components are shown
TRW Fans
Rotation
Bearing Frequencies
Blade Passage I.
197.6 Hz
856 Hz BPFI
512 Hz BPFO
1581 Hz
Sinale Phase PumDs
Rotation
Gear Mesh (9 teeth)
Pumping Frequencies
I.
I.
I.
60 Hz
540 Hz
Harmonics of 60 Hz
Three Phase PumD_
Rotation
Gear Mesh (9 teeth)
Bearing Frequencies
Pumping Frequencies
1--
1.
1.
196 Hz
1764 Hz
401 Hz BPFO
775 Hz BPFI
Harmonics of 196 Hz
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TABLE D-1 FANS VIBRATION TEST PLAN
Ambient
Bench
Fan
Accelerometer Mount/Remount Repeatability
Accelerometer Loose Remount
Accelerometer Mapping (4 fans)
Fan Disassembly/Reassembly (4 fans)
Imbalance (weight)
Small (0.035 gm) (4 fans)
Large (0.173 gin) (4 fans)
Large (0.173 gm) (1 fan)
Inlet Air Restrictions (1 fan)
25% Blockage
75% Blockage
Voltage Change (4 fans)
Under (180 V)
Over (220 V)
Phase Loss (1 fan)
Shaft Orientation
4 fans
1 fan
Elevated Ambient (1 fan)
22°C -> 40°C
Bearlngs - Partlcle Contamlnation (4 fans)
Bearlngs - Inner Race Fault (1 fan)
Bearlngs - Outer Race Fault (1 fan)
Small/Large Fans (2 fans)
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TrmwAnmodS oms
TABLE D-2 PUMPS VIBRATION TEST PLAN
Amblent
Bench
Pumps (1 - 14), 1- 3_)
Accelerometer Mount/Remount Repeatablllty (1 - 1 (_, 1 - 3 (_)
Accelerometer Loose Remount (1 - 1 (_, 1 - 3(_)
Accelerometer Mapping (1 - 1 _), 1 - 3_))
Pump DIsassembly/Reassembly (1 - 1 _), 6 - 3 (_)
Shaft Orlentatlon (4 - 1 (_, 6 - 3_)
Phase Loss (1 - 3_)
Load Condltlons (1 - 1 _)
Over (80 pslg)
Under (20 pslg)
Voltage Change (1 - 1 (_)
Over Voltage (135 V)
Under Voltage (105 V)
Coupling Imbalance (1 - 3 (_)
Small (0.035 gm)
Large (0.173 gm)
Impeller Wear (4 - 1 _))
Impeller Fault (1 - 1 (_)
Bearings - Loss of Lubrlcant (1 -3 _))
Bearings - Inner Race Fault (6 - 3 _))
Bearings - Outer Race Fault (6 - 3 (_)
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ELEVATED AMBIENT TEMPERATURE -
SINGLE FAN
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TEST DESCRIPTION: Elevated Ambient Temperature - Single
Fan
A series of tests was performed in which the ambient temperature
presented to a single fan rose from 22°C to an average temperature of 40°(3 by means
of resistance heating. A baseline was obtained at the nominal room temperature of
22°C, after which air heating commenced. After reaching an inlet air temperature of
40°C, which was monitored by an electronic temperature sensor, the faulted data was
obtained. The heated air was then removed and the fan allowed to cool down to
ambient conditions. A second electronic temperature sensor was also attached to the
stationary inlet guide vane assembly to ensure consistent testing temperatures. The
fan remained in operation during the entire test sequence in which four baseline and
four faulted conditions were obtained.
Results Presented:
Baseband
1) Collection of baseline refits - FOBIETPB.2
2) Collection of faulted refits - FOB1ETPF.2
3) Mean and standard deviation of the baseline and faulted refits.
4) Unmodified likelihood ratio weights.
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OPTIMUM SIGNATURE ANALYSIS DETECTION -
Elevated Ambient- Single Fan
i PD for PFA = 0.1
1.0
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BEARING PARTICLE CONTAMINATION -
MULTIPLE FANS
D-13
TEST DESCRIPTION: Bearing Particle Contamination - Multiple
Fans
A series of tests was performed in which the effect of bearing
contaminates was evaluated in each of the four test fans. To minimize the potential test
variance of having to disassemble the test fans between baseline and faulted
conditions, a 5/32" hole was placed in the inlet hub of the test fans over the front
bearing (with respect to the fan inlet) cage assembly. A baseline was obtained to the
fan under test running normally, after which a small quantity of very fine steel sh@,vings
introduced to the bearing through the 5/32" opening. Both baseband and high
frequency demodulation data was obtained simultaneously.
Results Presented:
1)
2)
3)
4)
Baseline and faulted time series strip chart.
Collection of faulted refits - FOBX27PCF.2
Mean and standard deviation for the baseline and faulted refits.
Unmodified likelihood ratio weights.
High Freauencv Demodulation - FOHX27PCF.2
5) Mean and standard deviation for the baseline and faulted refits.
6) Unmodified likelihood ratio weights.
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OPTIMUM SIGNATURE ANALYSIS DETECTION -
Bearing Particle Contamination
I PD for PFA = 0.1
.65
HFD
.66
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PHASE LOSS- SINGLE FAN
D-22
TEST DESCRIPTION: Phase Loss - Single Fan
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A series of tests was performed in which the loss of a single-phase of the
three-phase power to a single test fan was evaluated. A baseline was obtained with
the three-phase fan running normally, after which one of the phases was removed.
Three baseline and three faulted conditions were obtained. Both baseband and high
frequency demodulation data were obtained simultaneously.
Results Presented:
Baseband - FOBXX2OOF.2
1) Mean and standard deviation of the baseline and faulted refits.
2) Unmodified likelihood ratio weights.
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INNER RACE FAULTS- SINGLE FAN
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TEST CONDITIONS: Inner Race Faults - Single Fan
A series of tests was performed in which a single inner race fault was
introduced into the front bearing of the fan under test. This series of tests required that
the fan and its bearing be disassembled and reassembled after fault introduction. A
special bearing which used a easily removable one piece cage was employed during
these tests. No force was required at any stage of the bearing
disassembly/reassembly process.
The bearings, after disassembly, are faulted by using a "moto tool" with a
carbide grinding tip to score across the inner race surface. It was not possible to
accurately quantify the depth of the score. However, the faults were hard to visually
identify and could best be located by lightly placing a pick on the raceway and running
it around the race until a slight "roughness" was felt. The bearing faults introduced
were quite small for this procedure to be used. Care was exercised in the removal of
any foreign material generated during the faulting process before reassembly.
Results Presented:
Basebaq¢l - I=OBX2900F,2
1) Mean and standard deviation for baseline and faulted refits.
2) Unmodified likelihood ratio weights.
3) Modified likelihood ratio weights (all weights set to zero except BPFI
( 856 Hz ) and its harmonic).
4) Modified likelihood ratio weights (all weights set to zero except for five
large positive weights which are modulations of the rotational speed).
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5) Cluster analysis of a faulted refit with a search performed on rotational
speed.
High Freauency Demodulation - FOHX2900F,2
6) Mean and standard deviation of the baseline and faulted refits.
7) Modified likelihood ratio weights (all weights set to zero except BPFI
and its harmonic).
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OPTIMUM SIGNATURE ANALYSIS DETECTION-
Bearing Inner Race Fault - Single Fan
PD for PFA = 0.1
HFD
0.83 0.90
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OUTER RACE FAULTS- SINGLE FAN
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TEST DESCRIPTION: Outer Race Fault - Single Fan
A series of tests was performed in which a single outer race fault was
introduced onto the front bearing of the fan under test. The methodology of the test
procedure for fault introduction was the same as was described in the inner race fault
test description.
Results Presented:
Baseband -
1)
2)
3)
FOBX28G2F.2
Mean and standard deviation for the baseline and faulted refits.
Unmodified likelihood ratio weights.
Modified likelihood ratio weights (all weights set to zero except for
BPFO ( 512 Hz) and its harmonics).
High Freauencv Demodulation - FOHX28G2F,2
4) Mean and standard deviation for the baseline and faulted refits.
5) Unmodified likelihood ratio weights.
6) Modified likelihood ratio weights (all weights set to zero except for
BPFO and its harmonics).
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IMPELLER WEAR- MULTIPLE SINGLE PHASE
PUMPS
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TEST DESCRIPTION: Impeller Wear- Multiple Single Phase
Pumps
A series of test was performed in which the faulted condition of impeller
wear on the gear teeth was evaluated on each of the four single phase test pumps. A
set of baselines was collected with the pumps running normally, after which the
pumping fluid was removed. The pumps were allowed to run dry an average of 16
hours. The pumping fluid was then reapplied to the pumps and a set of faulted data
was obtained. Both baseband and high frequency demodulation data were obtained
simultaneously.
Results Presented:
Baseband - P1BX38SPF,_
1) Mean and standard deviation for the baseline and faulted refits.
2) Unmodified likelihood ratio weights.
HiQh Freouencv Demodulation - P1HX385PF,?
3) Mean and standard deviation for the baseline and faulted refits.
4) Unmodified likelihood ratio weights.
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OPTIMUM SIGNATURE ANALYSIS DETECTION:
Impeller Wear- Multiple Single Phase Pumps
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BEARING LOSS OF LUBRICANT-
SINGLE THREE PHASE PUMP
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TEST DESCRIPTION: Bearing Loss of Lubricant- Single
Three Phase Pump
In a series of ongoing tests, the condition of bearing loss of lubricant in a
single three phase pump was evaluated. A series of four baseline readings were
collected on a three phase pump with new motor bearings installed. The pump was
then stopped, disassembled, and all the lubricant removed from the front bearing (with
respect to the pump head). The automated data collection system on the VAX was
then employed after the pump was restarted. The pump was allowed to run to failure.
The results presented a collection of faulted conditions from two tests.
The pump failed within two hours for both test cases.
Results Presented:
Baseband - P3BX46AOF.P
1) Mean and standard deviation for the baseline and faulted refits.
2) Modified likelihood ratio weights (FRF and DC component contribution
set to zero.)
Note: 1) Spurious decrease in the standard deviation at 550 Hz produces the
large positive weight.
2) Minimum change at pumping frequencies when combined with the
continuum increase at low frequency may be the best identifier.
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OPTIMUM SIGNATURE ANALYSIS DETECTION:
Bearing Loss of Lubricant - Single Three Phase Pump
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IMPELLER FAULT- SINGLE ONE-PHASE PUMP
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TEST DESCRIPTION: Impeller Fault- Single One-Phase Pump
A series of tests was performed on a single one-phase pump in which an
impeller fault was evaluated. A baseline was collected with the pump running
normally. The pump was then stopped, the head disassembled, and the tip of one of
the driven gear teeth was shaved across the entire width of the tooth. The pump was
then reassembled and the faulted data was collected. Both baseband and high
frequency demodulation data were obtained simultaneously.
Results Presented:
Baseband
1) Collection of baseline refits - P1BXX490B.2
2) Collection of faulted refits - P1BXX490F.2
3) Mean and standard deviation for the baseline and faulted refits.
4) Unmodified likelihood ratio weights.
High Freauencv Demodulation
5) Collection of baseline refits - P1HXX490B.2
6) Collection of faulted refits - P1HXX490F.2
7) Mean and standard deviation for the baseline and faulted refits.
8) Unmodified likelihood ratio weights.
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OPTIMUM SIGNATURE ANALYSIS DETECTION -
Impeller Fault - Single One-Phase Pump
PD for PFA = 0.1
HFD
1.0 1.0
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TEST DESCRIPTION: Large Imbalance - Single Fan
A series of tests was performed in which a single fan was imbalanced four
separate times with a small nut weighing 172.8 mg at a radius of 10.2 mm from the
shaft centerline. A baseline reading was obtained before each separate imbalance
introduction. Both baseband and high frequency demodulation data were obtained
simultaneously.
Results Presented:
Baseband - FOBX18SPF.2
1) Mean and standard deviation of the baseline and faulted refits.
2) Unmodified likelihood ratio weights.
Hiah Freauencv Demodulation - FOHX18G2F.2
3) Mean and standard deviation of the baseline and faulted refits.
4) Unmodified likelihood ratio weights
Note: Half-order frequencies, indicative to looseness, increase with imbalance.
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OPTIMUM SIGNATURE ANALYSIS DETECTION:
Large Imbalance Single Fan
I PD for PFA = 0.1
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Voltage Change
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TEST DESCRIPTION: Voltage Change -- Multiple Fans
A series of tests were performed in which an over and under voltage condition
on each of the four test fans was evaluated. A baseline was recorded at nominal
operating voltage (200V). The voltage was then reduced approximately 10% to 180V
and a set of faulted data obtained. The operating voltage was then increased to 220V,
approximately 10% over nominal, and a second set of faulted data obtained. The
above test procedure was performed on each test fan once. Both baseband and high
frequency demodulation data were obtained simultaneously.
Results Presented:
Under Voltage
Baseband -- FOB22BG1F,?
1) Mean and standard deviation of the baseline and faulted refits
2) Unmodified likelihood ratio weights
3) Modified likelihood ratio weights (all weights set to zero except at the
large positive and negative excursion at 120Hz)
High Freouencv Demodulation -- FOH22BG1F.2
4) Mean and standard deviation of the baseline and faulted refits
5) Unmodified likelihood ratio weights
I1. Over Voltage
Baseband --
6)
7)
FOB22BG2F.2
Mean and standard deviation of the baseline and faulted refits
Modified likelihood ratio weights (all weights set to zero except at the
large positive and negative excursion at 120Hz)
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Optimum Signature Analysis Detection: Voltage Change --
Multiple Fans
i Test Condition
i Under Voltage
i Over Voltage
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i PD for PFA - 0.1
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INNER RACE FAULT-MULTIPLE THREE PHASE
PUMPS
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TEST DESCRIPTION: Inner Race Fault- Multiple Three Phase
Pumps
A series of tests was performed in which a single inner race fault was
introduced into the front bearing of six three phase pumps. A baseline reading was
obtained, after which the pump was disassembled and the bearings faulted. The
bearings were faulted by using a "moto tool" with a carbide grinding tip to score across
the inner race surface. It was not possible to accurately quantify the depth of the score.
Care was exercised in the removal of any foreign material generated during the
faulting process before reassembly and obtaining the faulted data. Both baseband
and high frequency demodulation data were obtained simultaneously.
Results Presented:
Baseband
1)
2)
3)
- P3BX4100F,_
Mean and standard deviation of the baseline and faulted refits.
Unmodified likelihood ratio weights.
Modified likelihood ratio weights (all weights set to zero except at
rotational frequencies).
High Freouencv Demodulation - P3HX4100F.?
4) Mean and standard deviation of the baseline and faulted refits.
5) Modified likelihood ratio weights (all negative weights set to zero).
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OPTIMUM SIGNATURE ANALYSIS DETECTION: Inner Race Fault
- Multiple Three Phase Pumps
I PD for PFA = 0.1
Baseband
.99 (unmodified weights)
.997 (modified weights)
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OUTER RACE FAULT-MULTIPLE THREE PHASE
PUMPS
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TEST DESCRIPTION: Outer Race Fault - Multiple Three Phase
Pumps
A series of tests was performed in which a single outer race fault was
introduced into the front bearing of six three phase pumps. The methodology of the
test procedure for fault introduction was the same as was described in the inner race
fault description for three phase pumps. Both baseband and high frequency
demodulation data were obtained simultaneously.
Results Presented:
Baseband -
1)
2)
P3BX4000F.2
3)
and harmonics; zero everywhere else).
Hiah Freouencv Demodulation - P3HX4000F.2
Mean and standard deviationof the baseline and faulted refits.
"Modified" likelihood ratio weights (contribution by DC and FRF
components set to zero).
Multiple frequency detection (weights assigned value of one at BPFO
4) Mean and standard deviation of the baseline and faulted refits.
5) "Modified" likelihood ratio weights (contribution by DC and FRF
components set to zero).
6) Modified likelihood ratio weights (all weights set to zero except at
BPFO and harmonics).
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OPTIMUM SIGNATURE ANALYSIS DETECTION: Outer Race
Fault - Multiple Three Phase Pumps
PD for PFA = 0.1
0.97 (modified weights)
0.73 (multiple frequency detection)
HFD
.05 (modified weight)
,20 (modified weights
@ BPFO)
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PHASE LOSS - SINGLE THREE PHASE PUMP
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TEST DESCRIPTION: Phase Loss - Single Three Phase Pump
A series of tests was performed in which the loss of a single - phase of the
three phase power to a single three phase pump was evaluated. A baseline was
obtained with the pump running normally, after which one of the phases was removed.
Four baseline and four faulted conditions were obtained. The pump was left running
during the entire test series. Both baseband and high frequency demodulation data
were obtained simultaneously.
Results Presented:
Baseband - P3BX3400F.2
1) Mean and standard deviation of the baseline and faulted refits.
2) "Modified" likelihood ratio weights (contribution of DC and FRF
components set to zero).
3) Modified likelihood ratio weights (all weights set to zero except
at three largest weights).
Hioh Freouencv Demodulation - P3HX3400F2
4) Mean and standard deviation of the baseline and faulted refits.
5) Modified likelihood ratio weights (contributions of DC and FRF
components set to zero).
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OPTIMUM SIGNATURE ANALYSIS DETECTION: Phase Loss -
Single Three Phase Pump
PD for PFA = 0.1
Baseband HFD
I 1.0 ("modified" weights) .59 (modified weights)
1.0 (modified weights)
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LOAD CONDITIONS - SINGLE ONE PHASE PUMP
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TEST DESCRIPTION: Load Conditions - Single One Phase Pump
A series of tests was performed in which a high and low discharge
pressure for a single one phase pump was evaluated. Baseline readings were
obtained while the pump was operating normally at a nominal discharge pressure of
40 psig. The discharge pressure was then increased to twice nominal pressure (80
psig) and a set of faulted readings obtained. The discharge pressure was decreased
to one-half nominal pressure (20 psig) and another set of faulted readings recorded.
Four baseline and two sets of four faulted conditions were obtained. The pump was
operating continuously during the experiment. Both baseband and high frequency
demodulation data were obtained simultaneously.
Results Presented:
Discharge Pressure = 80 psig
Baseband - P1BX35AOB2
1) Mean and standard deviation of the baseline and faulted refits.
2) "Modified" likelihood ratio weights (DC contribution set to zero)
3) Modified likelihood ratio weights (all weights set to zero except at
1XRPM, 2XRPM, and gear mesh frequency).
I1. Discharge Pressure = 20 psig
Baseband - P1BX35AUB2
4) Mean and standard deviation of the baseline and faulted refits.
5) "Modified" likelihood ratio weights (contributions by DC and FRF
component set to zero)
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Note: The gear mesh frequency weight is high with a 80 psig discharge pressure
and is very small at 20 psig.
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OPTIMUM SIGNATURE ANALYSIS DETECTION: Load Conditions
Single One Phase Pump
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Dischar_oe Pressure Baseband HFD
80 psi 1.0 ("modified" weights) .99
1.0 (modified weights)
20 psi 1o0 1.0
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i PD for PFA --" 0.1
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INLET AIR RESTRICTIONS
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TEST DESCRIPTION : Inlet Air Restrictions -- Single Fan
A series of tests was performed in which the inlet air to a single TRW fan
was restricted. Restricted air flow can occur with a dirty or partially blocked air filtration
device upstream of a fan in actual service. A baseline reading was obtained under
normal operating conditions, after which approximately 25% of the free inlet area of
the fan was blocked. A set of faulted data was then obtained. The inlet area was then
further restricted to approximately 75% of the free inlet area and another set of faulted
data was obtained. This test procedure was performed on the test fan four times. The
fan remained in operation during the entire experiment. Both baseband and high
frequency demodulation data was obtained simultaneously.
Results Presented:
25% Blockage of Inlet
Baseband -- FOBX2500Fr2
1) Mean and standard deviation of the baseline and faulted refits
2) "Modified" likelihood ratio weights (contributions by FRF components
set to zero only)
I1. 75% Blockage of Inlet
Baseband -- FOBX25AOF,2
3) Mean and standard deviation of the baseline and faulted refits
4) "Modified" likelihood ratio weights (contributions by FRF components
set to zero)
5) Modified likelihood ratio weights (weights above 250 Hz set to zero
retaining area of large positive weights)
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Optimum Signature Analysis Detection : Inlet Air Restrictions
Single Fan
I Po for PFA -- 0.1
I
Inlet Test Condition Baseband HFD.
I 25% Blockage 1.0
I 75% Blockage 1.0
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COUPLING IMBALANCE -- SINGLE
THREE-PHASE PUMP
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TEST DESCRIPTION: Coupling Imbalance -- Single Three-Phase
Pump
A series of tests was performed in which two conditions of coupling
imbalance on a single three-phase pump was evaluated. The pump head was
decoupled from the motor for the tests, with the accelerometer mounted vertically on
the motor housing. A baseline was first obtained with the unit running normally. The
motor was then stopped and a small imbalance weight weighing 0.035 grams was
attached to the magnetic coupling at a radius of approximately 14 mm from the shaft
centerline. The unit was restarted and a set of faulted data obtained. After collection of
the small imbalance data, the motor was stopped and a larger imbalance weight
weighing 0.173 grams was attached at the same location as was used for the small
imbalance test. The large imbalance faulted data was then obtained. This fault
introduction procedure was repeated on the same unit four times. Both baseband and
high frequency demodulation data was obtained simultaneously.
Results Presented:
Small Coupling Imbalance
Baseband -- P3BX3700F.2
1) Mean and standard deviation of the baseline and faulted refits
2) Unmodified likelihood ratio weights
II. Large Coupling Imbalance
Baseb_n_ -- P_IBX37LOF.2
3) Mean and standard deviation of the baseline and faulted refits
4) Unmodified likelihood ratio weights
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High FreQuency Demodulation -- P3HX37LOF.2
5) Mean and standard deviation of the baseline and faulted refits
6) "Modified" likelihood ratio weights (contributions by DC and FRF
components set to zero only)
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Optimum Signature Analysis Detection: Coupling Imbalance
Single Three-Phase Pump
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Test Condition Baseban_ HFD.
Small Imbalance 0.76 0.69
Large Imbalance 0.99 0.32
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VOLTAGE CHANGE --
PUMP
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TEST DESCRIPTION: Voltage Change-- Single One-Phase
Pump
A series of tests was performed in which an over and under voltage
condition on a single one-phase pump was evaluated. A baseline was recorded at the
normal operating voltage (120V) after which the voltage was increased approximately
10% to 135V and a set of faulted data was obtained. The voltage was then reduced
approximately 10% under nominal voltage to 105V, and a second set of faulted data
was again obtained. This procedure was repeated on the pump four times with the
pump remaining in operation during the entire experiment. Both baseband and high
frequency demodulation data were obtained simultaneously.
Results Presented:
Under Voltage (105V)
Baseband -- P1BX35BUF.2
1) Mean and standard deviation of the baseline and faulted refits
2) Unmodified likelihood ratio weights
II. Over Voltage (135V)
Baseband -- P1BX35BOF.2
3) Mean and standard deviation of the baseline and faulted refits
4) "Modified" likelihood ratio weights (contribution by FRF component set
to zero only)
Hioh Freauencv Demodulation -- P1HX35BOF.9
5) Mean and standard deviation of the baseline and faulted refits
6) "Modified" likelihood ratio weights (contribution by FRF component set
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to zero only)
Note' The test pump remaining on during the experiment resulted in a low
standard deviation in the test spectra. The large positive detection weight values are a
result of this small data variability.
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Optimum Signature Analysis Detection : Voltage Change - Single
One-Phase Pump
PD for PFA = 0.1
Test Conditicn Baseband HFD
Under Voltage 1.0 1.0
Over Voltage 1.0 1.0
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Appendix E
Likelihood Ratio Test For
Analysis of Machinery Vibration Spectra
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The following appendix contains derivations and applications description for the
likelihood ratio weighting technique for analysis of vibration spectra.
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1.0 APPLICATION OF BAYES CRITERIA TO ANALYSIS OF MACHINERY
VIBRATION SPECTRA
In order to provide an analysis technique with minimum reliance on
specific spectral features and more dependent on global spectral behavior, an
"optimal" binary hypothesis test based on Bayes criterion was investigated. The test
known as the "likelihood ratio test", is described in this appendix.
1.1 Likelihood Ratio Test
1.1.1 Definition - The definition of the likelihood ratio derived from Bayes
criterion for binary hypothesis tests (e.g. see reference 1) is given by"
where
_j_ (x)
P(x/H 1}
P(x/H O}
_.__ (X) _, P(X/Ho ) (1)
P(x/H I )
likelihood ratio,
Probability density function of the observable
x given hypothesis H 1, and
Probability density function of the observable
x given hypothesis Ho.
It is often more convenient to use the natural logarithm of A(x) given by,
,In [...__(X)]= J(X)= ,In [P(x/HI) ]- ,In [P(X/Ho)] (2)
since the logarithm is a monotonic function and allows multiplicative terms for joint
probabilities to be converted to sums.
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The "optimal" estimate of condition H 1 or H 0 is obtained by computing l(x)
for a given observation and comparing l(x) with a threshold (see reference 1).
1.1.2 ADDlication to Machine _ryVibration SDectra The problem of interest in
this study is modeled by the binary hypothesis tests as given by:
H 1 _, Spectrum indicates "clearly good" machine
H0 A Spectrum is not indicative of "clearly good"
machine (e.g. "questionable", or "bad" machine
or faulty data).
The data necessary to compute estimates of the necessary probability
functions are available. The next section describes the method of approach and
assumptions used to derive the likelihood ratio processor from the vibration spectral
data.
E-3
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2.0 ASSUMPTIONS AND METHOD OF APPROACH
2.1 Gaussian Density an_ Z.(x)
I
I
I
I
The density function of the log amplitude of the vibration power spectra for
a machine was assumed to be of Gaussian form, and the two hypothesis alter the
density by variations in mean level only. Furthermore, the power estimates at each
frequency or bin are assumed to be independent* so that the covariance matrix is
diagonal. These assumptions allow the densities to be expressed as,
i-I I
ii '<','"o)" @,.,(._ o,)..°(-<''-]o,-_)_ '> (4)
I
I
I
I
I
where,
Si _.
mli
moi _.
Amplitude of machine vibration power spectrum
in dB at frequency i for a given refit.
Average log amplitude at frequency i of the machine
vibration spectrum for data indicative of "clearly good"
machine.
Average log amplitude at frequency i of the machine
vibration spectrum for data other than "clearly good",
(i.e. "questionable", "bad", "faulty data").
* This assumption has been investigated in detail in previous studies and the results indicate that the
independent bin assumption is not valid.
dependent on this assumption.
However, the performance of the algorithm is not strongly
E-4
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0 2.___'varianceof Si
I
Given the definition of the likelihood ratio,
(5)
P(St/H 0 )
_.__(S 1) _, p(SI/HI )
the log likelihood ratio is given by:
(6)
I (st - mot) 2 (St )2
- mlt"
I t=1 1=I
Completing the square operations and canceling common terms
i equation (7) yields,
I1
i_-1 + K (8)I jL(St)= . St (mlti2mot)
in
I
I
I
I
I
I
where k is a constant dependent on the mean values and may be combined with the
threshold in processing the data.
2.2 Analysis of Vibration Data
Equation (8) of Section 2.1 indicates that the likelihood ratio processor
consists of a weighted sum of the spectral values, where the weights are given by the
ratio of the mean differences ("clearly good" versus not "clearly good") divided by the
variance of the spectral values. The required mean and variance values are of course,
not known apriori. However, the database collected during repeated experiments of
good versus faulted machines may be used to estimate the required statistics.
database.
A single machine type and accelerometer position is selected from the
The data are then divided into the "good" and "not good" groups. The mean
E-5
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I
i and variance values for each group are computed as well as the mean and variance
for the combined groups.
I A given experiment was selected for analysis and the following quantities
II were computed,
N
I mot = "_0 i_1 SO1 " 1=(1 2,...,.500), (9)
N I
I ml | . =N.--I.Ij=_ I S11=u' il (1"2''500) (10)
I
2 I ',_I °o, NO_ I ,¢., (SOi-rnoi)2, i (1,2,...,.500)(11)
j-l
N I
ii 02 " N_-I j=_12 ($11-m11)2'012t 'i (1'2''''''500) (12)
2 001 - (I, 2, ...,.500) (13)
2
where,
NO = number of measurements for faulted machines.
I
I
I
I
Sol m Amplitude of spectra in dB at frequency i for each
good machine spectra.
moi = Mean value for faulted machine spectra at frequency i.
o'20i = Variance value for faulted machine data.
E-6
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N1, Sli, mli, o21i are the corresponding parameters for baseline
machine spectra.
N __. total number of spectra available (baseline and
faulted).
o-2i i Variance at frequency i for all spectra.
I
computation of the value of Z.(Sj) for each jth spectrum as given by:
!
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
The next step in the performance analysis of the likelihood ratio processor was the
I .l(Sj ) _o
= (S rn| )i "' 'J- '
where, m = mQt+ mll end
( 2
(14)
u = mli- moi (15)
i
O.]
The values of o) i correspond to the likelihood ratio weights derived in Section 2.1
except that normalization is by _ rather than o 2 to reduce the dependence on noisy
estimates of 02 .
The final step consisted of computing the values of mean and standard
deviation for (Sj) over j (j = number of experiments) for both the baseline (B) and
faulted (F) data sets. Values of _F' °'F and i_B, o"B were then used to estimate the
probability of detection (PD) and probability of false alarm (PFA)"
Two basic techniques were used to obtain estimates of PD and PFA" The
primary technique consisted of evaluation of Gaussian integrals of the following form,
E-7
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, E,X-OF "jP D(T) = j'( 2_ ) exp- 2 dx
I T IJ'F 2 OF
1 I (x" _rB)2 JI PFA(T) = _'( IJ'B'2_ ) exp- 2aB2 dx
I
I
I
I
!
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
(16)
(17)
The value of assumed threshold T was varied to obtain corresponding
values of PD and PFA" The second technique involved Monte Carlo simulation to
account for uncertainties in the estimates of mean and standard deviation and is
described in the main body of the report.
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APPENDIX F
Harmonic Series Identification
by Clustering
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ABSTRACT
The following appendix describes the algorithm developed for this study to automatically identify
and analyze harmonic series in narrowband spectral data.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The clustering algorithm may be described in a series of fourteen algorithmic steps.
A description of each of these steps is provided in this appendix.
F-2
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2.0 ALGORITHM DESCRIV/'ION
1. Define SR(fi ) as the spectral values of a measured spectrum after
normalization for rotation rate.
2. Pass the spectrum SR(fi ) through a tone identification algorithm.
The operation of the tone identification algorithm is as follows:
1) The noise spectral equalization (NSE) output spectra (prewhitened
spectra) are processed by differencing all values to obtain local
maxima which are determined by a positive difference followed by a
negative difference.
2) Each maxima is compared to a threshold (selectable with a default of
5 dB) and all values greater than threshold are retained. If the
number of peaks is less than thirty, all peaks are retained. If the
number is greater than thirty, then the absolute values of the peaks
(before NSE) are compared and the thirty largest values are selected.
The index of each tone found is noted and stored as T (T = 1,2, .... M) and M < 30).
3) Store the frequency index and amplitude of each tone.
T Fr_. Index [FO31 Amplitude [S(fi]l
1 21 70
2 42 82
3 58 91
4 69 56
M 408 64
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4)
5)
6)
7)
(Note: The maximum value of M is 30.)
Compute an upper triangular matrix AF(S, T) for all differences in tone index
as,
AF (S, T) = F (S)- F (T)
Certain values of aF are identified for a machine as aF K
(e.g. AF 1 = 59, '_'2 = 102, etc.).
(K= 1, 2 .... N)
The computations in step 4 are grouped according to aF K. That is, N groups
are formed. A given value of aF (S, T) is placed in group K if
aF(S, T) = AF K ± 1.
The pair S,T is saved as the ith member of group K if aF(S,T) satisfies the
equation in step 6.
F-4
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K
(AF K
Grouping of Pairs
= 1 2 3 4 5...N
= (59) (102) )
S.T S.T S.T
1 4,3
2 5,4
3 6,5
4 8,7
5 12,8
MAX K
Notes:
8) Define,
1. S > T, and the i index of pair S,T must
increasing values of S. That is, if j > i, then Sj > Si.
,
3.
MAX K = the number of pairs contained in the Kth group.
MAX K may equal zero for some or all K values.
correspond tO
S(K,i) = S value for ith pair of Kth group.
T(K,i) -- T value for ith pair of Kth group.
9) Groups are formed according to the following algorithm:
F-5
No
9
i-MAX
*The symbol @ refers to step 10.
Figure F- 1 - Algorithm for Harmonic Series Identification
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10) For all C(K,i) > 2, obtain a list of all unique tone index numbers in grouping
K,i. The index values should have the minimum T value and maximum S value
in a group. For example, if K,i contains index pairs (3,2), (4,3), and (6,4),
then the index values associated with group K,i are 2, 3, 4, and 6.
11) Find the three largest (in amplitude) values of SR(fi) for each K,i group.
12) Obtain the average amplitude of all SR(fi) values in each group K,i.
13) Obtain the average 6F for all pairs in group K,i.
14) Compute additional statistics of interest.
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